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To my daughter, Yael, who knows a lot about the importance of sight and vision.
‘It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.’
—Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Disclaimer
Every attempt has been made to ensure that the information in this casebook is accurate and correct. The author and
publishers accept no responsibility for any loss or damage that may arise out of the reliance of any person upon any of the
information provided in the book, nor is responsibility accepted for any loss or damage sustained as a result of the use of
the information contained herein.
When in doubt, seek the assistance of a more senior colleague, or, when further information is required concerning drug
indications or dosage, consult the National Drug Formulary, the current pharmaceutical package inserts, or the relevant
pharmaceutical company.
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Introduction

Chest radiography, or chest X-ray (CXR) is an essential
tool for early detection of tuberculosis (TB), and therefore
fundamental to achieving the targets set out in WHO’s
End TB Strategy.
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—Chest Radiography in Tuberculosis Detection, WHO
2016. (https://www.who.int/tb/publications/Radiography_
TB_factsheet.pdf)
In its 2016 fact sheet, Chest Radiography in Tuberculosis Detection, the World Health Organization (WHO)
recognised the chest x-ray as an essential technology.
According to WHO, it is a sensitive tool for screening
for active TB, helps to rule out active TB before treating latent TB infection, can improve the efficiency of
GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing, and can help diagnose TB
among people living with HIV.
Although instruments are necessary to produce
the images, the medical gaze is required to recognise
the findings. The ability of x-rays to reveal the typical
changes of tuberculosis of the lungs is long known. The
discovery of x-rays in 1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen
(1845-1923), a professor at Würzburg University in Germany, was immediately followed by their use to visualise
TB changes.
In what is probably one of the first textbooks on radiology, Die röntgenologische Diagnostik der Erkrankungen
der Brusteingeweide [The Roentgenologic Diagnosis of
Diseases of the Thoracic Organs], published in Vienna
in 1901 by Guido Holzknecht (1872-1931), more than 15
pages are dedicated to the disease; the book contains
numerous images of TB patients. It describes the apical
changes with cavities (Spitzenkartarrh, Figure A) that
were considered typical TB for many years afterwards,
and tuberculous lymphadenopathy (Lymphdrüsentumor,
Figure B), which would historically have been considered
atypical TB.
Because effective drug therapy for TB was not developed until half a century later, the book also contains
an image of the unfortunate end-stage TB—a shrinking chronic inflammation with destruction of the lung, a
picture we sadly still see in our patients, and which we
would today describe as tuberculosis destroyed lung
(Figure C).
We have come a long way with respect to technology
and image quality, but the underlying principles have
stayed the same. It is therefore essential for all clinicians challenged with diagnosing tuberculosis—whether
in HIV-positive or HIV-negative patients—to know its
radiological features, understand their correlation with
disease stages, distinguish them from the most common differential diagnoses, and use them to initiate ade
quate treatment of a curable disease that still causes
many unnecessary deaths worldwide. We hope that this
manual and the many sample images shown can help
in this cause.

Figure A. Using an inverse view of radiographs (with the bones black
instead of white), we can see in this CXR of a 20 year old seamstress
‘strand–forming shadows in the right upper lobe with a bright centre
representing a certain cavity’. All these are features of ‘typical’ TB.
(Holzknecht 1901)

Figure B. The left hilum shows ‘a curved outline of a shadowing mass’
due to tuberculous lymphadenopathy—a feature of ‘atypical’ TB. (Holzknecht 1901)

Figure C. Here the features of end-stage TB are clearly visible and
well defined. On the left side there are wide intercostal spaces due to
hyperinflation of the lung; ‘the right lung field is dense due to infiltrations
and shrinking, the whole mediastinum is pulled to the right…The heart
is fully dislocated into the right thorax.’ (Holzknecht 1901)
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1. X-ray Physics
To understand a chest x-ray (CXR), we need a basic un- Tissue Density
derstanding of x-ray physics and how an image is crea The density of the different tissues seen on a CXR varted. For our purposes, some basic facts will be sufficient. ies substantially; therefore absorption also varies. The
The two main components of an x-ray machine are denser the tissue, the more energy it absorbs, and the
the x-ray source and the x-ray detector. The source is whiter it appears on the radiograph. Tissue that is less
called an x-ray tube; x-rays are emitted from this tube dense absorbs less energy, so the corresponding parts
when the machine is activated. The rays pass through an of the image are blacker.
object, such as the patient who is positioned between the
source and the detector. The detector is called an x-ray
cassette. Historically, the cassette contained film, which
after exposure was developed and could then be viewed
directly. Today many x-ray cassettes use electronic detectors that create digital images, which can be viewed
on computer screens.
A standard CXR is obtained using a fixed distance of
180 cm between the tube and the cassette; the rays pass
through the patient from back to the front (this orientation
is called posterior to anterior, or PA).
If the patient is unable to stand, sometimes the cassette has to be placed under the back of the patient, who
is now lying down; in this case, the rays pass from front
to back (anterior to posterior, or AP).
AP images often have a different, usually lower quality.
They may be distorted in three ways:
•
•
•

The mediastinum and the heart are magnified, and
appear too large.
It is difficult for the patient to take a full breath in
this position.
Rotation may be present.

Therefore, whenever possible the x-ray technician
should try to obtain a standard PA image.
When x-ray photons pass through the body, they can
basically interact with the body in three ways:
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•
•
•

They may be absorbed completely: no energy
reaches the film.
They may pass unabsorbed: the full energy reaches the film.
They may be partially absorbed and scattered:
some of the energy reaches the film, but the rest
is lost along the way.

Two factors contribute to the amount of absorption:
the energy (strength) of the x-ray beam, and the density
of the structures it passes through..

Energy

The energy of a standard CXR is largely constant, and
thus we do not need to discuss it further. However, it is
important to know that x-ray technicians can change the
energy if they need to.

1

Figure 1. Correlation between energy absorption and CXR appearance.

These differences in absorption between types of tissue mean that distinct structures can be visualised. For
example, the heart and lungs have different densities:
the heart is mainly soft tissue, whereas the lung is mainly
air. Accordingly, the denser tissue of the heart will absorb
more energy and appear whiter on the x-ray than the
adjacent lung tissue. This difference allows us to see the
interface between lung and heart. That sharp line is also
called a silhouette.
On the other hand, the diaphragm (including the liver
and organs below) and heart tissue have very similar
densities—both consist mainly of soft tissue. As a result,
they will absorb similar amounts of energy, and appear
similarly white on the resulting x-ray—that is, it will not be
clear where one structure ends and the other begins. Because we cannot see an interface, there is no silhouette.
Sometimes you expect to see a silhouette (for example, between heart and lung), but the sharp line is
blurred—the silhouette begins to disappear. This happens when the density of the lung (normally air) becomes
increasingly similar to that of the heart (soft tissue). This
is called the silhouette sign, which can be suggestive of
pneumonia or other consolidations. We will come back
to this later.

2. Image Quality
The first step in interpreting a CXR is to check five technical points relating to image quality:
•
•
•
•
•

Identity
Orientation
Exposure
Insiration
Rotation

CXR, the lung structures may be difficult to assess, especially the central areas. Because the image has too
much white, the hilum may seem enlarged and the intra
pulmonary vessels too pronounced.

Identity

It is important to briefly verify that the x-ray image matches to the patient. In busy x-ray departments, it is easy
for films to get mixed up, so it is important to check the
patient name (which is, hopefully, printed) on the film
before examining it to ensure that you are making decisions for the correct patient.

Orientation

The next step—small but relevant—is to check which
side is right and which is left. Usually the radiology technicians will put an L or R marker on the film to indicate
the side. Unfortunately, this is sometimes forgotten—in
which case we cannot be sure what the proper orientation of the image is. The simple rule, ‘left is where the
heart is’, often works—but is sometimes misleading. For
example, if the patient has a situs inversus—a rare condition with a complete reverse orientation of the internal
organs—the heart will be on the right side. More often,
previous chest disease may distort the anatomy, shifting
the mediastinal structures so that orientation is less obvious, or even impossible to determine.

Figure 3. On an underexposed CXR, the lungs appear too white; lung
structures may be difficult to assess, as they may be overshadowed.

On the other hand, if the spine is too visible, the
image is overexposed or too hard (Figure 4). The image
will seem too black, and you will not be able to see the
blood vessels towards the periphery of the lung (also a
sign of overexposure—and a common error).
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Exposure

A properly exposed CXR (Figure 2) allows us to see the
thoracic spine, and especially the thoracic intervertebral
disc spaces, faintly through the shadow of the heart. The
blood vessels in the lung should be visible up to at least
2 to 3 cm from the lung periphery.

Figure 4. On an overexposed CXR, the lungs appear too black.
Smaller structures, such as nodules or faint infiltrates, can easily
be missed.

Inspiration

The CXR should be taken with deep inspiration. Posteriorly, nine or 10 ribs should be visible above the
diaphragm to ensure inspiration is sufficient.
Two problems can occur when inspiration is too shallow (eight or fewer ribs showing):
Figure 2. Normal CXR, with the L marker (large arrow) identifying the
patient’s left side. Intervertebral disc spaces (small arrows) are faintly
visible through the heart.

If the spine becomes invisible, the image is underexposed or too soft (Figure 3). On an underexposed
2

•
•

The cardiac diameter may appear enlarged.
The failure to distend the lungs fully will cause
crowding of vessels, especially around the hilum
and at the lung bases. This may give the appearance of a basal lung infection or vascular congestion.

When 11 or more posterior ribs are visible, lung vol- Rotation
ume is considered enlarged. This can be due to emphy- The patient is well positioned if the medial end of each
sema or chronic obstructive lung disease, which causes clavicle is the same distance (equidistant) from the cenhyperinflation, often seen with a flattened diaphragm. tre of the vertebral bodies (spinous processes). When
one of the clavicles is further away from the centre than
the other, rotation is present.
Rotation is a common cause of one lung appearing
blacker than the other. Also, on a rotated CXR, various
structures can be projected towards the right or left side.
This can cause the following diagnostic problems:
•

•

Rotation to the right may project the upper part
of the mediastinum—the superior vena cava and
other vessels not usually prominent—to the right.
This can mimic a mediastinal mass in the right upper zone.
Rotation to the left may shift the aortic arch and
the silhouette of the heart to the left, making both
appear enlarged.

Figure 5. A good quality CXR, done with deep inspiration and without
rotation. The posterior parts of ten ribs (indicated by the numbers)
are visible above the diaphragm. The medial ends of the clavicles are
equidistant from the spinous processes.
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Figure 8. CXR rotated to the left. The aortic arch (arrowheads) is very
prominent and the left border of the heart appears enlarged (arrows).

Figure 6. A poorer quality CXR, done with shallower inspiration. The
cardiac diameter seems larger and vessels are crowded especially
around the hilum (arrowheads).

Figure 7. CXR with hyperinflated lungs due to emphysema (12 ribs are
visible). Note that the cardiac shadow seems to almost not touch the
diaphragm. The diaphragms are very low, with the costophrenic angles
cut off of the image and a fla¬t shape (concave on the lateral image;
see arrows).

3

3. Normal Chest Anatomy
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Figure 9. Normal CXR with posterior–anterior view.

To identify pathologies, one needs to know what is normal. In this chapter we will look at the structures as they
appear on a normal CXR. Figure 9 above shows an example of a normal CXR; this will serve as our reference
image.

Ribcage and Chest Wall

Although the CXR is not the ideal method for looking at
bony structures, many bones can be seen on a CXR, so
we should be aware of the anatomy.
Each rib is seen twice on the CXR. The anterior part
in front is usually more vertical and seems to run downward. Closer to the sternum, the ribs become cartilage
and thus are usually not visible; the sternum is also not
usually visible. In the back, the dorsal part of the rib is
more horizontal, and is connected to the thoracic verte
brae. It is worthwhile to quickly check the ribs for any
visible fractures or tumours.
In the upper part of the sternum, the two clavicles
project outwards and connect to the scapula. It is worth
checking these as well, both for fractures and for symmetry.
The two scapulae deserve an extra word. Usually,
they should be rotated out of the image so that they do
not project on the lung fields, but are seen beside the
thorax (as in Figure 9). If this is overlooked, or the patient
is unable to rotate the arms, the scapulae may create extra lines and extra opacities that need to be considered
to avoid confusion (for example, with a pneumothorax).
4

The muscles, tendons, and fat of the chest wall all
have a similar density, and thus are usually not visible.
Nevertheless, they are there; if there are major asymme
tries—for example, a very strong pectoral muscle on one
side—they may absorb extra energy, causing one lung
to appear whiter than the other.

Figure 10. Normal CXR: bony structures of the thorax.

In female patients, and in male patients with gynaecomastia, breast shadows can often be seen. It is worth
identifying these shadows to avoid confusion with pathological findings.

zone, the middle third is the mid zone, and the lower
third is the lower zone.

Figure 11. Normal CXR: female patient with symmetrical breast
shadows.

Diaphragm

The two domes of the diaphragm are usually well defined, because the soft tissues below the diaphragm in
the abdomen have a different density than the air in the
lung above. The liver is located under the right hemi
diaphragm; this side is normally slightly higher than the
left hemidiaphragm. Under the left hemidiaphragm, a
bubble of gas in the stomach or gas in the bowels can
often be seen. It is worth briefly checking the gas distribution below the diaphragm, as free air suggesting a
perforation in the bowels may sometimes be unexpectedly found on a CXR.

Pleura
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The pleura is the fine serous membrane that folds back
on itself to form the two-layered pleural cavity. The outer
pleura (parietal pleura) is attached to the chest wall. The
inner pleura (visceral pleura) covers the lungs. Between
the two layers is a small amount of lubricating fluid to
prevent friction during the respiratory cycle. Usually, the
pleura is not visible on the CXR, as it is too thin. To determine whether there is extra fluid collected in the pleural
cavity, it is best to look at the costophrenic angle, which
is normally sharp.

Figure 13. Normal CXR: approximate location of the lung zones.

Hila and Mediastinum

Both lungs have a central part called the hilum at the
root of the lung, where the blood vessels and bronchi
enter into the lungs. Ninety-nine percent (99%) of the
hilar shadow is caused by vessels, particularly the pulmonary arteries and, to a lesser extent, the pulmonary
veins. In a normal CXR, there is only a minimal con
tribution from fat, lymph nodes, and bronchial walls. The
left hilum is usually slightly higher than the right. This
is because the left pulmonary artery passes over the
left main bronchus, whereas the right pulmonary artery
passes in front of the right main bronchus. With respect
to hilar density and size, there is wide variation among
normal individuals. They should be similar on both sides.
In the hila, there are also bronchopulmonary lymph
nodes. In a healthy individual, these are small and not
visible. When the lymph nodes are enlarged, though, the
hila can become enlarged.
The heart and the large vessels are located in the
mediastinum. This is the central area of soft tissue seen
as white on the CXR. The main vessels are the aorta
and the superior vena cava with their branches. The
inferior vena cava can only rarely be seen on a frontal
CXR, as a short section close to the diaphragm.

Figure 12. Normal CXR: sharp costophrenic angles (blue), and the
right hemidiaphragm slightly higher than the left (orange).

The Lungs and Their Lobes

The lungs are located on the CXR on either side of the
heart. The lung has a narrow rounded shape at the top
(apex) and a broader base at the diaphragm. Each lung
is divided into lobes by parts of the pleura called fis- Figure 14. Normal CXR with superimposed schematic showing the
sures. To determine the exact location of each lobe, you location of other structures in the mediastinum.
need both a PA and a lateral CXR (if you want to learn
The aorta forms the well-defined aortic arch, which
more about where each lobe projects, look at Figure 13
below). If you have only a PA CXR, it is better to refer to dominates the outline of the left upper mediastinal border.
lung zones. The upper third of each lung is the upper As it touches the lung, the descending aorta is usually
5

visible coursing through the thorax; the contour is visible
through the heart.
Inferior to the aortic arch, the left pulmonary artery is
visible in the left hilum. The concavity created between
the aorta and the pulmonary artery is called the aortopulmonary window.
Another vascular structure usually located in the upper
part of the mediastinum is the thoracic duct. The thoracic duct is a large lymphatic vessel that carries chyle,
a liquid containing both lymph and emulsified fats. It collects most of the lymph in the lower body and drains it
into the blood circulation via the superior vena cava. It
is not separately visible on the CXR, but it can become
important in diseases.
The large airways are visible at the centre of the mediastinum. These include the trachea and the main bronchi.
An adult trachea has an inner diameter of about 1.5 to
2 cm and a length of about 10 cm. It ends at the carina,
the point where the trachea branches into the left and
right main bronchi. The soft tissue between the right
wall of the trachea and the air in the right upper lobe is
called the right paratracheal stripe; it should be less
than 5 mm thick.
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Heart

The heart occupies most of the lower mediastinum. It is
surrounded by the pericardium, a tough fibroelastic sac.
Inside the sac, the serous pericardium is divided into two
layers: the parietal pericardium, which is fused to the
fibrous pericardium, and the visceral pericardium (also
called the epicardium), which is fused directly to the
heart. In between the parietal and visceral layers, there
is a space called the pericardial cavity, which contains a
small amount of lubricating fluid to prevent friction during
heart activity. As all the pericardial structures (including
the fluid) are very thin, they cannot be seen in the CXR
of a healthy individual.
The heart itself is divided into four chambers: the right
and left atria and the right and left ventricles. The heart
collects de-oxygenated blood from the vena cava in the
right atrium. It is pumped through the tricuspid valve
to the right ventricle, and through the pulmonary valve
into the pulmonary arteries. The oxygenated blood returns from the lungs to the left atrium via the pulmonary veins. Through the mitral valve, it reaches the left

Practice Box

ventricle, and is then pumped through the aortic valve
into the aorta and systemic circulation. The individual
chambers cannot be seen on a CXR, but the valves may
sometimes be visible if they have become calcified.
What can be assessed using the CXR is total heart
size. This is not assessed as an absolute measure, but
rather in relation to the total width of the thorax. If the
heart size is more than half the width of the thorax, it is
considered enlarged.
The cardiac borders seen on the CXR are formed by
the chambers:
•
•

•

Right border: right side of the heart, mainly the
right atrium.
Left border: left side of the heart. The lower parts
of the border are formed by the left ventricle, and
the more apical sections close to the left hilum by
the left atrium. This is important when the left atrium becomes enlarged (for example, due to mitral
stenosis), as it then becomes more visible in this
corner.
The right ventricle is mainly located anteriorly, and
in a normal patient does not form part of the heart
silhouette; it can only be seen on the lateral CXR.

Figure 15. Normal CXR: heart chambers forming the borders of the
cardiac silhouette.

Try to name all the structures marked on this normal CXR. (You can check the answers at the end of the chapter.)

6

Knowledge Box

Lung lobes vs lung zones
It is generally preferred practice to look at two views of each patient’s chest—the standard PA view and a lateral
view. This manual focuses on the changes visible on PA films, as in our setting a PA image is often the only one
taken. Nevertheless, you may sometimes come across a lateral film as well; then it is more accurate to refer to
lung lobes (instead of zones).

Figure 16. Normal CXR: PA view (left) and lateral view (right).
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The right lung is divided into three lobes: the right upper lobe (RUL), right middle lobe (RML), and right
lower lobe (RLL). These lobes are separated by two fissures, one oblique and one horizontal. The upper, horizontal fissure separates the upper and middle lobes. The lower, oblique fissure separates the lower lobe from
the middle and upper lobes.
As you can see from the images below, there is significant overlap on the PA film between RML and the
RLL—both project in the mid to lower zone. Additionally, the RUL and the apical segments of the RLL overlap
project in the upper zone. This can make localisation of pathologies difficult.

Figure 17. Projection of the right lung in AP and lateral CXR. The upper and middle lobes are
divided by the horizontal fissure; the lower lobe is located below the oblique fissure.

The left lung is divided into two lobes: the left upper lobe (LUL), and the left lower lobe (LLL) (the left lung
does not have a middle lobe). These lobes are separated by the oblique fissure. Here as well, the left upper and
lower lobes overlap significantly on the PA film.

Figure 18. Projection of the lobes of the left lung in AP and lateral CXR.
The upper and lower lobes are divided by the oblique fissure.

Sometimes the silhouette sign may suggest whether a pulmonary pathology is located ventrally, close to the
heart, or more dorsally, not blurring the heart contour. That can help with localisation—but, if you are not sure,
stick to the zones to be on the safe side.
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Practice Box Answer Key

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
8

Trachea, with the spinous processes visible.
Right main bronchus.
Left main bronchus.
Aortic arch.
Left pulmonary artery.
Aortopulmonary window.
Right hilum (mainly right pulmonary artery).
Right atrium.
Left atrium.
Left ventricle.
Left diaphragm.
Left costophrenic angle.
Right diaphragm.
Right costophrenic angle.
Clavicle.
Scapula.
Right lung apex.
Descending aorta.
Gas in stomach and/or bowel.
Paratracheal stripe.

4. Systematic Assessment of a Chest X-ray
Now that we know how to assess the technical quality of
a CXR and the normal anatomy, we can do a complete
systematic assessment of the CXR.
Ideally, CXR should be viewed in a dark room using a
light box with bright, even light; these are the best conditions for your eyes to adapt to looking at the CXR. If
this is not possible, try at least to get the conditions as
optimal as possible.
Next, assess the film by answering the questions below and working through the key points. We move from
the technical aspects (the five technical points) of the
image to the centre, and then work our way outwards
(points 1–13). Using the ABCDE mnemonic below can
be helpful.
Before we start interpreting a CXR we should think
one more time: What is the clinical question we want to
answer? What is our clinical suspicion?

Technical Points

1) Are the patient details correct?
2) Is the orientation correct? PA or AP view? Erect or
supine position? Which is left, and which is right?
3) Is the exposure correct? Can I faintly see the intervertebral spaces? Can I see the blood vessels up to
at least 2 to 3 cm from the lung periphery?
4) Is the image rotated? Are the medial ends of the clavicles the same distance from the spinous process?
5) Is the respiratory effort adequate? Can I see nine or
10 posterior ribs above the diaphragm?

ABCDE
Airway

1) Is the trachea central?
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Breathing

2) Are the lungs equally dense on both sides? Check
and compare left and right for the upper, mid, and
lower zones for changes and asymmetry.
3) Are the costophrenic angles sharp on both sides? Or
is there a pleural effusion?
4) Are the lung markings (vessels and airways) normal?
5) Are there signs of pneumothorax?

Practice Box

Circulation

6) Is the cardiac shadow enlarged? If yes, is the enlargement particular to a specific area (such as the
left atrium), or is it more general?
7) Are the heart borders clear? Or is there a silhouette
sign?
8) Is the aortic arch normal?
9) Are the hila normal or enlarged? Is the left higher
than the right (as it should be)?

Diaphragm and Chest Wall

10) How are the domes of the diaphragm? Is the right
higher than left (as it usually is)? Is there free air
below the diaphragm? Any bowel dilation? Are the
outlines of the hemidiaphragms clear, or is there a
silhouette sign?
11) Are the bones and chest wall normal? Are breast
shadows visible and symmetrical?

Extras—lymph nodes and other tricky business

12) Check these areas for lymph nodes: hila, aortopulmonary window, paratracheal stripe, subcarinal area,
paravertebral area.
13) Finally, review the four tricky, hidden areas: check the
lung apex, check each hilum, try to look through the
heart, and try to look through the diaphragm.
After you have completed the protocol, ask yourself
again, ‘Have I addressed this patient’s particular clinical
problem?’
(NB: Of course, this protocol is not the only way to
assess a CXR. You could start from the outside of the image and move inward, or go from top to bottom. Whichever strategy you use, it is recommended to always use
a standardised approach to ensure you do not forget
something halfway through.)

Practise the protocol on the normal CXR you already know. (The assessment appears on the next page.)

9
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Practice Box Assessment

Orientation
PA, in erect position, L marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible behind heart,
lung markings visible to within 2–3 cm of the pleura.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible above the
diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated. Medial end of clavicles equidistant to spinal processes.
Airway
The trachea is central.
Breathing
All three zones are clear and symmetrical on both
10

sides. The costophrenic angles are sharp. No pleural
effusion. Normal pulmonary bronchovascular markings. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Cardiac shadow is not enlarged. Heart borders are
clear. Aortic arch normal. Normal size, shape, and
position of the hila.
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
The hemidiaphragms are clear, right slightly higher
than left. No free air below the diaphragm. Bones and
chest wall unremarkable. No breast shadow.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No soft tissue masses or enlarged lymph nodes in
hilar, aortopulmonary window, paratracheal, subcarinal, or paravertebral areas. Apex: normal. Hila: normal.
Behind heart: normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

5. Pathological Patterns of the Lungs
When there is disease, the structures in the lungs and
the adjacent structures can change. They usually do so
in a few ways which are well described; these are patterns. Note that a pattern is not a diagnosis, and that a
single pattern can be caused by more than one disease.
Nevertheless, it is helpful to start by describing patho
logical patterns, and then think from there about what
could causing the disease.
In this chapter, we will consider the following patterns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidations
Interstitial patterns with lines, reticulation, and
nodules
Miliary pattern
Peribronchial thickening
Cysts and cavities
Nodules and masses
Lymphadenopathy

Consolidations

What does the pattern look like?
Consolidations, also called air-space opacities or alveolar opacities, are characterised on a CXR by one or
more of the following features:
•

•
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•
•

Homogeneous increased pulmonary opacity
(whiteness) that obscures the margins of pulmonary vessels, airway walls, and/or the silhouettes
of the heart and diaphragms.
The areas of opacity often have ill-defined margins, and may look patchy.
These areas may extend to the pleura.
Small nodules, often referred to as air-space nodules or acinar nodules, can be seen in the early
stages of disease, or in the border regions where
not all the alveoli are completely filled.

These changes often look soft or ‘fluffy’.

pneumonia), blood (pulmonary haemorrhage), fluid
(pulmonary oedema from cardiac failure), or tumour
(alveolar cell carcinoma). When higher-density substances replace air, which has low density, the areas appear
whiter and denser than normal lung tissue.
Where is it seen?
Obviously, since consolidations are seen in areas that
are normally filled with air, it is found in the lung fields.
Pulmonary consolidation can be focal when the disease
is limited only to a region of the lung (as with pneumonia), or it can be more widespread, or diffuse, affecting
the whole lung (as with pulmonary oedema). Therefore,
the changes may be described either as isolated to segments or lobes of the lung, or as diffuse.
What are possible causes?
Pneumonias are the most common cause of focal consolidations. Tumours, such as bronchial carcinoma and
alveolar cell carcinoma (but also Kaposi sarcoma, or
KS), also need to be considered. Diffuse fluid accumulation can cause consolidations in pulmonary oedema.
This may be due to cardiac failure, but can also be a
result of such non-cardiogenic causes as renal failure
or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) due to
infections like e.g. COVID, inhalation of toxic substances,
or shock. In rare cases, pulmonary haemorrhage can
cause consolidation.
Extra Points
With consolidations, it is important to look for air
bronchograms. These are tubular lucencies (areas
within the consolidation that are blacker) that occur when
an air-filled bronchus is surrounded by opacified lung.
Normally, the air-filled bronchi are not visible in the lung
because the surrounding lung also contains air and their
densities are the same; there is not enough difference to
create a perceptible interface or a silhouette. Because
bronchial walls are thin, they are normally visible only in
the central lung. However, when air in the lung parenchyma is replaced by another substance—for example,
pus in a patient with pneumonia—the air within bronchi contrasts with the water density of the alveoli. This
creates the appearance of air bronchograms, which can
now also be seen in the periphery. Air bronchograms are
very suggestive of consolidation.

Figure 19. CXR with consolidation in the right middle and left lower
zones. The cardiac silhouette (arrows) is well defined, despite the
consolidation on the left; this suggests that the consolidation is located
dorsal to the heart, probably in the left lower lobe. The consolidation
on the right has a sharp, linear, inferior border (arrowheads) likely
representing a fissure; this suggests the consolidation is located in the
right upper lobe.

Why does it develop?
Consolidation represents a condition in which the air
within the pulmonary alveoli has been replaced by another substance. This substance can be pus (as with
11

Figure 20. CXR with consolidation in the left upper zone. Air bronchograms (arrows) are clearly visible

Interstitial Patterns

How can it be explained?
Interstitial abnormalities affect the pulmonary interstitium.
This is the connective tissue framework of the lung, such
as the septa between the lobuli that support the alveoli.
The septa are seen as well-defined, hard densities. The
Linear abnormalities: fine, dense lines.
When the lines intersect with each other, or criss- alveoli themselves are filled with air and thus remain dark.
cross, they can create a net-like pattern called
reticulation. One way to picture this is to think of Where is it seen?
These interstitial patterns are seen in the lung fields.
the reticular pattern of a giraffe’s skin.
If the lesions become thicker and rounder, they They can be nearly everywhere and affect the whole lung,
but are often best seen in the periphery towards the
may be referred to as nodular.
pleura. In some infections (such as Pneumocystis pneumonia) the changes start centrally, in the perihilar area.

What does the pattern look like?
Interstitial processes produce well-defined, hard findings:
•
•

•

What are possible causes?
Interstitial patterns can be caused by many different pulmonary diseases. Infections (including M. tuberculosis
or Pneumocystis) are a major cause. Interstitial patterns
may also be seen in the early stages of cardiac failure,
when the fluid is congested back in the tissue but not yet
filling the alveoli. Idiopathic interstitial pneumonias (which
often lead to fibrotic lung diseases) and a number of
rare non-infectious inflammatory diseases (such as
sarcoidosis) can cause the pattern. Tumours are rarely a
cause of interstitial patterns, but such patterns can occur
when tumours spread along the lymphatic vessels.
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Figure 21. CXR with interstitial reticulonodular pattern. The changes
are bilateral, but are more pronounced on the right side.

Often interstitial patterns are best seen in the lung
periphery. The findings are easier to see when they are
magnified, as with digital images on a computer screen.
It can be difficult to distinguish whether a particular pattern is linear, nodular, or reticular; different people may
have different impressions. This has given rise to widespread use of the term reticulonodular pattern, which
avoids having to make the distinction.

Extra Points
The thickening of the pulmonary interstitium may result
in linear horizontal parallel opacities on the CXR. These
are sometimes referred to as Kerley B lines, which are
frequently seen in cardiac failure.
As you can see from the differential diagnosis, some
diseases may show both interstitial and consolidation
patterns. It is not uncommon to see both patterns on the
same CXR.

Miliary Pattern

What does the pattern look like?
Miliary pattern refers to the presence of innumerable,
small (1–3 mm) pulmonary nodules scattered throughout the lungs. Some miliary opacities are very dense
and well defined; in other cases, they can be very faint,
with the fineness of the irregularities giving the lung a
velvet-like appearance.

Figure 22. CXR with miliary pattern. The changes are sometimes difficult to see on the CXR; only when carefully reviewed can the velvet-like fine
nodules be recognised (detail).
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How can it be explained?
The miliary pattern results from haematogenous dissemination of an infectious or neoplastic process, which
seeds small lesions throughout the lung fields. It is actually a special type of interstitial pattern with pathology in
the connective tissue parts of the lung.

Peribronchial Thickening

What does the pattern look like?
Peribronchial thickening (also called bronchial wall
thickening or peribronchial cuffing) is a pattern that
causes the tissue in the area around the bronchus to
appear more prominent.

Where is it seen?
As mentioned above, the pattern is characterised by diffuse distribution throughout the lung fields.
What are possible causes?
The most common cause is miliary disseminated TB.
Alternative diagnoses are disseminated fungal infection,
and changes due to inhalation of industrial dusts (pneumoconiosis). In very rare cases, particularly with thyroid cancer, metastatic disease can cause this pattern.
Healed varicella pneumonia can also cause tiny miliary
(1–3 mm) nodules, but these are usually fewer in number,
located mainly in the mid and lower zones, and calcified.

Figure 25. CXR with dense, streaky thickening of the tissue (arrows) in
the areas around the bronchi.

How can it be explained?
Peribronchial thickening occurs when excess fluid or
cells infiltrate the interstitial tissue around the bronchi.
Small amounts of mucus may add to the patches.
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Where is it seen?
The pattern is best seen in the bronchovascular bundles
that course inferiorly from the hila. Because the heart is
on the left side, the pattern is better seen on the right.

Figure 23. CXR with numerous small nodules. In this case, the changes were due to metastatic thyroid cancer. Note that these nodules are
larger than those of a miliary pattern.

What are possible causes?
The main causes are infections, especially when there is
chronic inflammation of the bronchial mucosa; this leads
to thickening and some widening of the bronchi. Infiltration by tumours can also cause the pattern. Because
KS in the lung grows along the peribronchial interstitial
spaces, it is a widely recognised cause of peribronchial
thickening.

Cysts and Cavities

Figure 24. CXR with dense, calcified nodules (arrows) especially in the
middle and lower zones. In this case, these changes were residuals
from a previous varicella infection of the lung.
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What does the pattern look like?
Cysts and cavities are abnormal pulmonary parenchymal
spaces (holes), usually filled with air. The nomenclature
can be a little bit confusing, but generally cysts have a
thin wall ( < 1 mm); a cavity is a gas-filled space in the
lung having a wall greater than 1 mm thick.
When describing a cyst or cavity, you should characterise the following points:
• Number and location.
• Wall thickness at the thickest point. A wall thickness of less than 4 mm can be considered benign,
whereas a thickness of more than 16 mm is highly
suggestive of malignancy. When the wall thickness
of a cavity at its thickest point measures between
5 and 15 mm, it is not clear whether the lesion is
benign or malignant.
• The inner lining can be smooth or only slightly irregular, suggesting benign causes; or nodular with
irregular internal linings, suggesting malignancy.
•

•

Finally, the presence or absence of air-fluid
levels or other content inside the space should be
noted.

ly with fluid, it cannot be distinguished from a nodule or
mass. This fluid may be pus; we must remember that
old TB cavities are at risk of superinfection with normal
respiratory bacteria. Growth of solid tissues inside a
cavity can be a sign of cancer developing from scarred
tissue. Alternatively, it can represent a fungus ball, a
superinfection with the fungus Aspergillus.

Figure 26. CXR with a cavity in the left upper zone. A dark hole (filled
with air) is seen surrounded by a denser, whiter rim of tissue (wall).

How can it be explained?
Cysts can be present from birth (congenital) or acquired.
A congenital cyst is lined with ciliated respiratory epi
thelium. An acquired cyst is a thin-walled space that
remains as the result of injury to the lung. Sometimes
other terms are used:
•
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•

A bulla is defined as an air-filled structure, with a
thin wall ( < 1 mm) and larger than 1 cm, developing from a distended pulmonary lobule (especially
in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)).
Sometimes bullae are very large (5–20 cm in
diameter); this is the result of groups of alveoli
coalescing.
The term pneumatocele is used for a thin-walled
( < 1 mm), gas-filled space in the lung that develops
in association with pneumonia—usually Staphylococcal pneumonia, but also with Pneumocystis
pneumonia. It is often transient.

Figure 27. CXR with a large cavity involving the right upper zone. A
horizontal air-fluid level can also be seen (arrows).

Nodules and Masses

What does the pattern look like?
A nodule is a nearly circular opacity with soft tissue density ranging from 2 mm to 3 cm in size. A mass is essentially the same thing as a nodule, but is larger than 3 cm.
It is important to describe the lesion as precisely as
possible, covering the following questions:
•
•
•

Is it a single lesion or multiple lesions?
What is the size of the lesion? Almost all benign
nodules are less than 3 cm in diameter.
Is the border clearly defined (easily traced with
a pencil tip), or is it ill-defined and hazy? Is the
border smooth, or is it spiculated (with spiny protrusions)? Ill-defined or spiculated borders strongly
point to malignancy.

As you can see, the names of these spaces depend
on the mechanism of development; as we often do not
know what that is, it would best to describe any of them
as a cyst. A cavity is different; it has thicker walls and is
caused by tissue necrosis.
Where is it seen?
Cysts and cavities can be seen anywhere in the lung. In
tuberculosis, the changes are often located in the apical
zone.
What are possible causes?
Cysts may be caused by infections, trauma, and (on rare
occasions) toxic substances. Alternatively, they can be a
consequence of COPD and emphysema (bullae). Cavities are usually caused by necrosis, which in turn can
be due to infection (especially TB), necrotic malignant
tumours, or (in rare cases) infarction.
Extra Points
Lung cysts and cavities usually contain air, but occasionally can also contain fluid or solid material. In this case
an air-fluid level can be seen. If the cavity fills complete14

Figure 28. CXR of a patient with past pulmonary TB with left apical
pleural thickening and multiple high-density, calcified nodules (tuberculoma).

•

Are there areas of calcification within the mass?
Calcification within a nodule or mass is usually (but
not always) associated with a benign aetiology.

a

b

c

Figure 29.
a) CXR with a faint nodule (tuberculoma) in the left upper zone superimposed on a rib shadow (arrow).
b) Detail of outlined area in a).
c) The lesion can be seen clearly and further characterised in the
chest CT.

Extra Points
Ideally, the size of a lesion should be compared to a
previous CXR to see if it is growing. If comparison with
a CXR taken two or more years earlier shows that the
lesion has not changed in size, the nodule can be assumed to be benign; usually, this represents a benign
granuloma.
When in doubt, one option is to do another CXR six
weeks later. A rapid reduction in size over days or weeks
suggests the lesion is benign, usually due to a resolving
infection. It does not make sense to check any earlier
than six weeks, as pneumonia may take that long to
resolve on the CXR.
A nodule of less than 1 cm in diameter is usually very
difficult to see. Therefore, a rule of thumb you can use is
that a clearly visible nodule less than 1 cm in diameter is
almost certainly calcified, and thus will probably be benign.
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Lymphadenopathy

Figure 30. CXR with multiple large nodules and masses throughout
both lungs. The lesions in this young, post-partum woman were pulmonary metastases from choriocarcinoma.

Calcifications are more likely to be benign if they
are central, shaggy, laminated or stippled; these
calcifications are characteristic of granulomatous
inflammation (particularly TB and fungal infections
or sarcoidosis). Eccentric calcification (calcification
around the border) raises suspicions of carcinoma.
How can it be explained?
Nodules and masses on chest radiography may represent air-space disease, interstitial disease, or both.
Where is it seen?
Nodules can be seen anywhere in the lung. There are
spots where they can easily be missed—the lung apices,
behind the heart, behind the diaphragm, and next to the
hila. This is why these areas need an extra look!
What are possible causes?
The causes can be benign or malignant. The most common benign causes are benign granulomas that occur
after a previous infection (such as TB). The most common malignant causes are bronchial carcinomas or
metastasis from other tumours. Abscesses and superinfected cysts are other, less frequent causes.
15

What does the pattern look like?
Enlarged lymph nodes appear on the CXR as soft tissue densities; they look very similar to nodules and
masses, but appear in characteristic locations. If their
location is not clear, they may appear as mediastinal
widening and hilar prominence. In other cases, they
cause enlargement of particular regions.
How can it be explained?
Enlarged lymph nodes are a consequence of increased
tissue in the nodes. This can be due to increased lymphocytes and other immune cells (in the case of infections and inflammatory diseases), or to cancer cells that
have invaded the lymph node.
Where is it seen?
There are a few typical locations of nodes that should be
checked on a frontal CXR.
•

•
•

Hilar region. Hilar lymph nodes are located immediately adjacent to the pulmonary arteries. When
the hila are enlarged due to lymphadenopathy,
they may develop a nodular, rounded appearance
(lumpy, bumpy), compared to the more tubular
structures seen when the pulmonary vessels are
enlarged.
Aortopulmonary window region. This usually
concave region, located inferior to the arch of the
aorta, may bulge outward.
Paratracheal region. The paratracheal stripe is

formed by the right lateral tracheal wall, some mediastinal fat, and small lymph nodes. The stripe
should be thin, no thicker than 5 mm. When right
paratracheal lymphadenopathy is present, the
stripe thickens, and often appears lobulated.
Lymph nodes are very rarely seen in these next two
locations, as the nodes need to be very large to be detected. We should nevertheless be aware of them.
•

Subcarinal region. Masses in the subcarinal region need to be quite large to be detectable on a
frontal CXR. Once they reach such a large size,
the nodes bulge, creating a contour that is convex laterally on the right (the aorta usually restricts
growth on the left).
Figure 32. CXR with enlarged lymph nodes in the bilateral hilar regions
(blue), the aortopulmonary window (red), and the paratracheal region
(light green).

•

Paravertebral region. Posterior mediastinal lymphadenopathy may present on a frontal CXR as
a paravertebral mass. Such masses will push into
the adjacent lung, creating a convex, laterally facing contour along the thoracic spine.

What are possible causes?
Enlarged lymph nodes are mainly caused by infections
(especially TB) or malignancy. To differentiate between
the two, other lung changes and the overall clinical picture must be considered.
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Figure 31. Typical locations of enlarged lymph nodes on a frontal CXR:
hilar region (blue), aortopulmonary window region (red), paratracheal
region (light green), subcarinal region (purple), paravertebral region
(orange)
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Extra Points
To recognise lymphadenopathy, it is particularly important
to know what the normal appearance should be in order
to recognise when the appearance is abnormal.

6. Pleural Effusion, Pneumothorax, and Other Pleural
Changes
Abnormal patterns that may affect the pleural space include pleural effusion, empyema, pleural thickening and
masses, pleural calcification, and air within the pleural
space (pneumothorax).

Effusion

The most common and familiar abnormal finding affecting the pleura is an effusion, which can range from a
minimal blunting of the costophrenic angle to a massive,
total opacification of the hemithorax.
What does the pattern look like?
Fluid tends to have a homogeneous density with a
smooth interface that curves as it reaches the chest
wall, forming a meniscus. It requires approximately
200 to 300 ml of fluid for the costophrenic angle to
appear blunted. In some cases, the effusion is loculated—lateral, subpleural, or even between the upper
and middle lobes on the right (remember the horizontal
pleural fissure separating the upper and middle lobes is
located here). If the effusion is very large, then the entire
hemithorax may be white, with the heart and media
stinum pushed towards the other side.

Figure 34. CXR with large unilateral pleural effusion on the right side.
The lower and middle zones on the right are white, and the effusion
seems to ascend higher towards the lateral thoracic wall (arrows),
which is typical for effusions. A mild shift of the trachea to the left can
be observed (arrowheads).
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are rarely diagnosed in our patients. Parapneumonic
effusions can develop next to bacterial pneumonias.
Other possible causes include tumours affecting the
pleura, and peripheral pulmonary embolism. All these
are usually exudates. Transudates are seen in cardiac
failure, renal failure, liver cirrhosis, fluid overload, and
hypoproteinaemia.

Figure 33. CXR with a small unilateral pleural effusion. Note the blunted costophrenic angle on the right side with a meniscus sign (arrows).

How can it be explained?
The pleura contains mesothelial cells and connective tissue with vessels, nerves, and lymphatics. These tissues
can respond to adjacent inflammation, infection, and tumours, which results in fluid being excreted (exudate). In
other cases (such as cardiac failure), the fluid is passively filtered through the pleura, and a transudate develops.
In rare cases, the pleural fluid is a milky, lymphatic fluid;
this is called chylothorax and is seen when problems
occur with the thoracic duct.
What are possible causes?
TB is a very common cause, especially for unilateral
pleural effusion, due to tuberculous pleuritis. Other
forms of pleuritis exist (viral, for example), but these
17

Further Investigation and Management
The pleural fluid can easily be tapped, especially when
there is a large amount. In all cases, it is advisable to
first examine the area with ultrasound, but ‘blind tapping’
after careful percussion is also possible.
Normally, a yellowish fluid is obtained; the fluid can
be clear or turbid. If you send a sample of the fluid to the
lab, a comparison of the amount of protein in pleural fluid
with protein in serum can determine whether an exudate
(high protein) or a transudate (low protein) is present.
However, this is rarely available or helpful in our setting.
What is more helpful is to send part of the sample for
cytology to see whether neutrophils or lymphocytes are
dominating. Additionally, part of the sample can be used
for GeneXpert PCR to detect M. tuberculosis. (Do not
forget to send sputum also!)
Extra Points
A completely white hemithorax, sometimes called a
white-out, may be caused by a large pleural effusion
(5–7 litres). It must be remembered that other processes can create this kind of large opacification, including
complete collapse of the lung, or extensive, often chronic,
pneumonia involving the entire lung. The key to analysis is determining whether the mediastinum is shifted,
especially the heart and the trachea. If the mediastinum
is displaced towards the black side, it is probably being
‘pushed’ by a large effusion. If the mediastinum is displaced towards the white side, it suggests lung collapse
or ‘pulling’ by a chronic shrinking inflammation.

Empyema

Empyema is defined as pus in the pleural space. The
appearance on the CXR is often the same as that of
an uninfected pleural effusion. Sometimes an organised
empyema will form a loculated collection; this is seen
as a roundish or oval shape indenting the lung. If the
total white blood count (WBC) in the fluid is higher than
500 cells/mm3 (and protein > 2.5 g/dl, if available), an
empyema can be diagnosed.
For practical reasons, a distinction can be made
between thin empyema (which is possible to mobilise
through a cannula) and thick empyema (which requires
a transthoracic drain to be mobilised). Empyema is most
commonly caused by pneumonia and TB.
Figure 36. CXR with partial pneumothorax in the right lower zone after
puncture of a pleural effusion. No lung markings are seen in the area
(arrowheads).

A pneumothorax can occur spontaneously, but often
it is a consequence of a pulmonary infection. It may be
seen with TB and Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP), as
well as in other cavitating pneumonias and COPD. It can
also be seen after puncture of the thorax, whether done
for draining a pleural effusion or caused by trauma.
One distinct pattern is a seropneumothorax, which is
the presence of air and fluid (or pus or blood) in the
pleural space at the same time. If a moderately sized
seropneumothorax is present, an air-fluid level will be
seen on the CXR. This is not curved like the meniscus
of a pleural effusion, but forms a straight, horizontal line
at the air-fluid interface.

Figure 35. CXR with oval shaped pleural empyema in the right lower
zone.
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Thickening and Pleural Masses

Thickening of the pleura may range from non-specific
subtle findings to larger pleural plaques. Masses and
tumours may also present in the pleural region; primary
pleural tumours and secondary metastasis (often seen
in breast carcinoma) will commonly present with an accompanying effusion. In the apical areas, residual pleural
thickening is often seen as the consequence of a previous TB infection.

Calcification

Some chronic pleural processes may calcify and then become very dense. This is particularly common in patients
with previous TB empyema or haemothorax (blood in the
pleural space), and in patients with asbestos exposure.

Pneumothorax

A pneumothorax occurs when air enters the space between the lung and the parietal pleura. This must be
suspected when an absence of normal pulmonary vessels between lung and chest wall is noted. The sign of a
pneumothorax on a CXR is a clearly defined line appearing parallel to the chest wall, with the upper part of the
line curved at the lung apex. The space between the line
and the chest wall needs to be checked for absence of
vessels. It is sometimes difficult to see a pneumothorax,
as overlapping ribs can hide it. Skin folds and clothing
artefacts can also create lines, but lung markings will be
seen on both sides of those lines; they do not indicate
a pneumothorax.
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Figure 37. CXR of a seropneumothorax on the left side. The air-fluid
level (arrows) forms a straight, horizontal line and is not curved, as in a
regular pleural effusion (see Figure 32).

When a pneumothorax is identified, there is always
the question of whether the patient should be sent to
surgery for a drain to help the lung re-expand, or whether
to leave things as they are and wait until it reabsorbs by
itself. The danger of this (small) operation needs to be
balanced against the risk that the pneumothorax does
not absorb and the lung stays collapsed. In most cases,
small pneumothoraxes (< 1.5–2.0 cm between the lung
and thorax wall) can be left alone and observed.
Remember that a pneumothorax can become a medical emergency when it develops into a tension pneumo
thorax. This happens when a valve-like effect occurs,
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and air continues to enter the pleural cavity but cannot
exit. The intrapleural pressure then rises and can cause
compression of the inferior vena cava, thus obstructing
venous return to the heart.
Mostly, recognition of a tension pneumothorax is a
clinical diagnosis; therefore, in every patient with pneumothorax it is necessary to check blood pressure, heart
rate, and respiratory rate. If the patient develops low
blood pressure, tachycardia, or tachypnoea he or she
should be referred for a chest drain or needle thoracostomy immediately. In this case, the mediastinum and heart
are usually—but not always—pushed to the opposite
side, away from the pneumothorax.
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7. Tuberculosis
What is tuberculosis?

Tuberculosis (TB) is the most serious co-infection in HIV
patients. The main cause of TB worldwide is Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB). Though other Mycobacterium
species exist, such as M. africanum and M. bovis, they
play a minor role in our setting. Because TB is spread
through the air, the primary organ of infection is the lungs.
To understand the changes TB causes on a CXR, we
need to review the basic pathophysiology of this complex
infection.
Not everyone exposed to TB bacteria by someone
who is coughing become infected; in 70 to 90% of people
exposed, no infection develops. (Of course, this depends
on the duration of exposure—the more time spent together, the higher the risk of infection.)
If an infection develops, this is called primary TB, the
initial TB infection. MTB settles in the lung, mostly in the
lower lobes, where a small infiltrate can develop. The
immune system is activated in order to contain the mycobacteria in a granuloma (a solid area with macrophages forming a wall around the mycobacteria). The granu
loma may have a central, cheese-like necrotic area, also
called caseous necrosis. If this lesion is detected on a
CXR, it is called a Ghon focus (granuloma in the lung).
The draining lymph node of this region may become activated and enlarge, forming a Ghon complex (granuloma
in the lung plus adjacent infected lymph nodes).

In most patients, this phase ends with the body controlling the MTB infection. Now the patient enters a
phase of latent TB (LTBI, a primary TB infection contained by the immune system). These patients have no
disease, are not sick, and are not infectious.
If the balance of the battle between immune cells and
MTB shifts, the disease may reactivate. This happens
when factors debilitating the immune system are present;
the most serious of these is HIV co-infection, but malnutrition, alcoholism, diabetes, old age, or chronic highdose steroids can also be factors. The risk of reactivation
in patients without HIV co-infection is approximately 10%
over the rest of their life—but in HIV patients it is 10%
per year.
The reactivated disease is called post-primary TB
(a latent TB infection which has again progressed to
disease). The patient now experiences systemic signs
of weight loss, fever, and night sweats. Depending on
where the post-primary disease is located, we can refer
to it as pulmonary disease (occurring in the lung) or
extrapulmonary disease (occurring anywhere outside
the lung). In pulmonary disease, the reactivation predominantly spreads to and affects the upper lobes. Here
granulomas develop again and become necrotic; they
may form cavities and connect to the bronchial tree.
The patient will also develop a cough. When necrotic
material with multiple mycobacteria is coughed up, new
individuals can be infected.

What are the symptoms?

The three main symptoms are cough, weight loss, and
fever or night sweats. If none of these is present, the
patient is unlikely to have TB—and is also unlikely to
get a CXR. However, when any of these symptoms is
present—especially a cough—a CXR is a good next step.
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What are the findings on a CXR?

The CXR is an important investigation in the work-up
of a patient with suspected pulmonary TB (PTB). It is
important to remember the different stages of TB to be
able identify it correctly, and to distinguish it from other
diseases. The radiographic patterns for pulmonary TB
have been described in numerous studies from the
1950s through the early 1980s, before HIV. During this
period, primary TB was traditionally seen as a childhood
Figure 38. CXR showing a small consolidation due to TB in the left
disease; in adults, it was the post-primary disease that
lower zone (arrowheads), and an enlarged node (arrow) in the left hilar
was typically observed. This led to the use of the terms
region (the right hilum also appears enlarged). The combination of a
‘primary’ and ‘post-primary’ to describe the corresponding
lung lesion and the enlarged draining lymph nodes is a Ghon complex.
radiographic patterns (Table 1).
The symptoms at this stage are often minor; patients
The post-primary (typical) TB CXR is characterised
are mostly asymptomatic or have flu-like symptoms. De- by infiltrates, which are located in the upper lobes 85%
spite the minor symptoms, hematogenous spread of of the time. The preference for the upper lobes is thought
MTB occurs during this phase; the mycobacteria can to be due to decreased lymph flow, and thus decreased
reach distant organs and regions of the body.
immune surveillance in the upper regions of the lung,
Table 1. CXR patterns of pulmonary TB.
TB Pattern

Post-Primary (Typical)

Primary (Atypical)

Infiltrate location

85% in upper zone

Upper/Lower zone = 60:40
(in children, usually the upper zone)

Cavitation

Common

Uncommon

Lymphadenopathy

Uncommon

Children: common
Adults: ~ 30%
Unliateral > bilateral

Effusion

May be present

May be present
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Figure 39. CXR showing the ‘typical’, post-primary TB pattern. Consolidations are present in both upper zones. In the left upper zone, a dark,
air-filled cavity (arrowheads) can be seen.

Figure 41. CXR showing the ‘typical’, post-primary TB pattern.
Although the image is overexposed, faint consolidations can be seen
seen in the left upper zone (arrows) and a well-defined central cavity
(arrowheads).

Figure 43. CXR showing the ‘atypical’, primary TB pattern. Consolidation is seen in the left middle to upper zone (arrows), without cavities,
and with an enlarged hilum (due to enlarged lymph nodes).
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Figure 40. CXR showing the ‘typical’, post-primary TB pattern, with a
consolidation seen in the left upper zone (arrows); a peripheral cavity
(arrowheads) can be suspected.

Figure 42. CXR showing the ‘atypical’, primary TB pattern, with consolidation in the right lower zone (arrows) and an enlarged hilum (due to
enlarged lymph nodes).

which gives MTB an advantage. An alternative explanation is the presence of higher oxygen concentration in the
upper regions of the lung; because mycobacteria need
oxygen to grow, they prefer these regions. The air-space
opacities are often nodular, which can be explained by
endobronchial spillage of the disease (infectious material spreading into the airways). In some cases, these
small nodules may even be seen far away, in the opposite lung. Cavitation is common; it appears as the result
of caseous necrosis. The presence of cavitation is an
indication of a very high burden of mycobacteria; smear
microscopy is often positive, and patients are very infectious. Pleural effusions may on occasion be associated
with post-primary disease.
In primary (atypical) TB, air-space consolidation is
the most common finding; it may be patchy or confluent.
Consolidation may involve any lobe, but it is more frequently seen in the lower lobes (upper/lower ratio of
60:40). Cavitation is uncommon, though it may occur in
very aggressive cases; lymphadenopathy is seen in
about 30% of adult cases (and even more frequently in
children). There is a predilection for the right side, especially the paratracheal and hilar areas. Again, a pleural
effusion may be present.

Table 2. CXR patterns of pulmonary TB in early and advanced stages of HIV.
Early HIV (CD4 > 200)

Advanced HIV (CD4 < 200)

Pattern

Typical (post-primary)

Atypical (primary)

Infiltrate

Upper lobes

Lower lobes, multiple sites, or miliary

Cavitation

Common

Uncommon

Lymphadenopathy

Uncommon

Common

Effusion

Uncommon

More common
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In the HIV era, the distribution of primary and post-primary patterns has changed, with more adults showing
the primary pattern, particularly those who are severely
immunocompromised (Table 2 above).
The radiological pattern of TB in HIV-infected individuals is thus dependent on the degree of immunosuppression. CD4 counts below 200 cells/mm3 are associated
with more atypical/primary TB disease presentations,
consistent with the known rapid progression of disease
in these individuals. Infiltrates develop in the lower lobes,
or even at multiple sites at the same time. Cavitation becomes uncommon as CD4 drops, because the patient’s
immune system is not capable of walling off the bacteria.
MTB therefore has the chance to grow invasively;
lymphadenopathy and effusions become more frequent.
Because of the missing immunological response, in
some cases, no infiltrates develop at all on the CXR. The
CXR may be completely normal in up to 10% of cases
in HIV-infected individuals who have culture-confirmed
pulmonary TB.
In summary, the terms ‘primary’ and ‘post-primary’ to
describe radiographic patterns are well established in
the medical world, though they may not be completely
accurate. Although the ‘primary’ pattern may be found
more often in association with true primary disease, and
the ‘post-primary’ pattern more often in cases of true
reactivation, it is important to remember that either radiographic pattern can be present, regardless of the actual
stage of the active TB.

pattern is observed with both primary and post-primary
disease.
Pleural TB
Isolated pleural TB is possible; in such cases, a pleural
effusion may be the only manifestation of TB on the CXR
(although CT and autopsy can usually reveal minimal
parenchymal lung disease). Pleural effusion is often
unilateral. It is particularly common in young adults with
primary TB (40%), but rare in children (10%).
The pleura might be affected in different ways:
•
•
•
•

Effusion that usually develops a few months after
primary infection and has very few bacilli (hypersensitivity reaction).
Effusion that develops as a result of lung disease
in older adults and might develop into purulent effusion (empyema).
Rupture of a cavity and escape of bacteria (and air)
into the pleural space; empyema and pyopneumothorax will result.
Miliary TB can involve the pleura as part of a poly
serositis.

Special TB Patterns on the CXR

Miliary TB
The miliary pattern is a special radiological pattern of TB
that occurs as a result of hematogenous dissemination.
Disseminated disease is obviously more common in individuals who are severely immunocompromised. The
small nodules that appear in CXR correspond to granu
lomas that are disseminated diffusely throughout the
lung. This can be clearly seen on a chest CT. The miliary
Figure 45. CXR of pleural TB, showing unilateral effusion on the right
side.

Further Tests and Treatment

Direct smear staining of sputum and examination using acid-fast or fluorescent staining is the most widely used diagnostic test for TB worldwide. The number
of bacteria in sputum needs to be high to generate a
positive result; with cavitating disease, the result will
be positive. The sensitivity of this test is particularly low
in HIV-positive patients. Therefore, the more sensitive
GeneXpert MTB/RIF test is more commonly used, as it
uses a PCR method that can detect lower concentrations
of mycobacteria. Treatment consists of a standardised
combination of antibiotics for at least six months.
Figure 44. CXR of miliary TB, showing widespread small nodules
throughout both lungs.
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Extra Point: Residual Changes After TB

Even when treated properly, lungs affected by TB do not
heal completely back to normal; often scars will remain
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as evidence of the infection. These changes may pose a
problem if the patient becomes symptomatic again—are
the changes due to the new TB infection, or were they
caused by prior infection? Comparison with a previous
CXR is the best way to decide—but unfortunately, these
are often not available.
Tuberculomas, which are solitary nodules, may be
one sign of a prior TB infection that has healed. They
may be calcified granulomas (prior Ghon focus), and can
be associated with hilar lymph node calcification (prior
Ghon complex). Smooth and sharply defined, with a size
of 1 to 5 cm, they are often found in the upper lobe.
Apical pleural thickening is another very common
sign of prior TB infection; it is often difficult to spot in
isolation. When severe pulmonary TB has occurred and
subsequently healed, apical pleural thickening is usually

seen in combination with other, more significant changes,
such as volume loss, coarse linear fibrotic opacities,
bronchiectasis, pleural calcifications, and residual
cavities. Frequently, traction displaces the hila upward.
In extreme cases, large parts of a lung—or even a
whole lung—may be destroyed. This tragic result is
called tuberculosis destroyed lung (TDL). TDL is a
difficult condition for two reasons. On the one hand, the
large cavities and fibrous areas are extremely difficult
to sterilise with TB treatment, so there is always a risk
of TB reactivation. On the other hand, TDL patients frequently have superinfections due to insufficient bronchial
clearance of their secretions. These patients particularly
benefit from physiotherapy, frequent short antibiotic treatments, and surveillance with smear microscopy (Reminder: GeneXpert may continue to return a false positive!).

Figure 46. CXR with minimal residual fibrotic changes in the right
upper zone due to resolved TB infection.

Figure 47. CXR with significant residual fibrotic changes and pleural
thickening in the right upper zone (arrows). The shrinking of the fibrotic
tissue deviates the trachea to the left (arrowhead) and ‘pulls’ the hilar
structures upwards.

Figure 48. CXR with significant residual fibrotic and cavitary changes
in the right upper zone. An area with pleural calcifications is visible in
the middle zone (arrowheads). Additionally, the double contour of a
fungus ball can be seen if one looks closely (arrows). In the detail, the
hard, scaly calcifications of the pleura, which could be mistaken for
infiltrations, are magnified.
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Figure 49. CXR of a patient after several courses of TB treatment. The
left lung is completely destroyed, replaced by cavities separated by
shrunken connective tissue pulling the mediastinum to the left. In the
right upper zone, fluffy consolidations can be seen representing recurrent active TB or respiratory infection with other bacterial pathogens.

8. Pneumonia
What is pneumonia?

Pneumonia is an inflammatory infection in one or both
lungs. The infection causes inflammation in the alveoli,
which fill with fluid or pus.
In immunocompetent patients, pneumonia is usually
caused by infection with bacteria or viruses, and less often by other microorganisms. The most common bacteria
causing pneumonia are Streptococcus pneumonia and
Haemophilus influenza. Chlamydia, Mycoplasma, and
Legionella cause atypical pneumonia.
Risk factors for pneumonia include COPD, asthma,
diabetes, heart failure, a history of smoking, and poor
cough reflexes (for example, following a stroke).
In HIV patients, the number of CD4 T-cells indicates
a patient’s risk of suffering from specific opportunistic
infections. For a patient with a CD4 count of more
than 200 cells/mm3, infection with typical opportunistic
HIV-associated diseases like PCP is very unlikely; instead we should consider the typical bacteria mentioned
above. With CD4 counts of less than 200 cells/mm3, we
still have to consider PCP, but must also remember that
bacterial pneumonia is still the most common pulmonary disease.

pneumonia, which starts in the alveoli, bronchopneumonia starts in the airways as acute bronchitis and leads
to multifocal, ill-defined densities. Again, these have the
consolidation pattern. The disease can start in several
segments at the same time. Viral pneumonia also can
have this appearance.

What are the symptoms?

The classic symptoms of pneumonia are a combination
of productive or dry cough, fever, shortness of breath,
and possibly chest pain. Bacterial pneumonia tends to
be acute; patients may have high fever and even be
septic. The history tends to be shorter; patients usually
seek attention in less than a week.

Figure 51. Consolidation due to bacterial pneumonia in the right
lower zone. Because it is in contact with the right hemidiaphragm, the
silhouettes of the diaphragm and heart are blurred (positive silhouette
sign, arrows).
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What are the findings on a CXR?

In typical lobar pneumonia, there is an ill-defined
area with a consolidation pattern affecting one or more
lobes or segments of the lung. An air bronchogram is
often noted. A concomitant pleural effusion and even a
pleural empyema may develop if the infection reaches
the pleura.
In bronchopneumonia (also called atypical pneumonia), the consolidation is more diffuse. Unlike lobar

Figure 52. Patchy consolidations throughout both lungs with interstitial
thickening in a case of atypical pneumonia.

Further Tests and Treatment

Figure 50. Consolidation due to bacterial pneumonia in the left middle
zone. An air bronchogram can be noted (arrows).
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Diagnosis is usually based on symptoms, physical
examination, and CXR. A full blood count can be helpful,
as an elevated total WBC ( > 10 000 cells/mm3) and ele
vated neutrophils suggest bacterial pneumonia. Micro
biological tests are not routinely recommended, and
sputum cultures are rarely used in our setting. If patients
are very sick, blood cultures may be drawn (although
these are often negative).
The most important step is to attempt to treat the patient with a course of broad-spectrum antibiotics and
observe the response. Ceftriaxone could be used, or

amoxicillin, or even amoxicillin with clavulanic acid. One
should add an antibiotic that is effective against atypical bacteria, such as azithromycin or doxycycline. Avoid
quinolones, like ciprofloxacin or levofloxacin, as these
also act on tuberculosis, and may cause resistance in
undiagnosed TB cases. Generally, the patient gets better relatively quickly with the right choice of treatment—
improvement is usually seen within a few days.

Extra Point: Coronavirus Disease 2019
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COVID-19 pneumonia is a special form of viral pneumonia caused by a novel coronavirus that first appeared in
2019 and subsequently caused a worldwide pandemic.
Common symptoms include fever, fatigue and headache (which can make it look like malaria), coughing
and shortness of breath (which can make it look like
TB), and loss of smell and taste. Although the majority
of cases show mild symptoms, some progress to acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Older patients
and those with underlying conditions, such as obesity,
diabetes, or hypertension, are especially at risk. Underlying HIV and TB also increase the risk for severe disease,
but probably to a lesser extent. In severe cases, disturbed coagulation with thrombosis and embolism, septic
shock, and multiorgan failure are seen.
CXR may be normal in the early stages or with mild
forms of the disease. In patients with more advanced
disease, findings are often present and most extensive
about 10 days after symptom onset. The most frequent
findings are air-space opacities described as consolidation. Their distribution is most often bilateral, predominantly in the lung periphery, and mostly in the
lower zones. Pleural effusion is very rare. Radiological
changes have been roughly classified as mild, moderate, or severe. In mild cases, there is more black area
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than white visible in the lung fields; in moderate cases,
the areas are equal; and in severe cases, there is more
white visible than black.
In patients with suspected COVID-19, the full blood
count often reveals a lymphopenia (absolute lymphocytes below 1200 cells/mm3). In cases of typical CXR
changes and lymphopenia, COVID is highly likely; a
nasopharyngeal swab for PCR is indicated. Strict res
piratory infection control measures are required. At
present, treatment is mainly supportive with oxygen. In
moderate-to-severe cases, dexamethasone (6 mg once
daily oral or IV) can be given; prophylactic heparin and
antibacterial coverage may also be considered.

Figure 53. CXR of a COVID-19 patient with bilateral patchy consolidations, more prominent in the left lung. The changes are prominent in
the lung periphery and could be classified as moderate to severe.

9. Pneumocystis Pneumonia
What is pneumocystis pneumonia?

Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) is an atypical pneumonia caused by Pneumocystis jiroveci (previously
known as P. carinii ), a yeast-like fungus that was previously thought to be a protozoon. PCP is one of the most
common opportunistic infections in HIV patients with a
CD4 count below 200/mm3.

What are the symptoms?

The most common symptoms are severe dyspnoea,
(mild) fever, and non-productive cough. The onset is
mostly slow; patients with PCP suffer from symptoms
for an average of three to four weeks before they seek
medical attention. In patients with very low CD4 counts,
onset may be more dramatic, resembling other pulmonary infections, such as bacterial pneumonia. A clinical
finding that points to PCP is a significant increase in
respiratory distress with exercise. In patients with
PCP, oxygen saturation tends to fall with minimal exercise (such as walking around the bed); a drop in oxygen
saturation of 3 to 5% points to PCP.

What are the findings on a CXR?
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Most of the CXRs in patients with Pneumocystis pneu-

monia are abnormal, but appearances are sometimes
non-specific. In approximately 10% of patients, the CXR
can even be normal. The typical picture most highly suggestive of PCP shows a fine reticular interstitial pattern,
resulting in a ground-glass, hazy appearance. These
changes are predominantly seen as a symmetrical peri
hilar distribution.
Pleural effusions are normally NOT a feature of
PCP; they are seen in less than 5% of cases. Enlarged
lymph nodes are also rare. If these features are seen,
other diagnoses need to be considered.

Further Tests and Treatment

Microbiologically, diagnosis can be confirmed with bronchoscopy and bronchoalveolar lavage, but this is rarely
available. In the future, antigen tests in blood (similar to
Cryptococcal antigen, or CrAg) may become available.
A definitive diagnosis is rarely reached in our setting, so
most patients are treated empirically, with high-dose
cotrimoxazole; in cases of severe dyspnoea or low oxygen saturation, prednisolone needs to be added. Usually,
the response is very swift—if treatment is effective, you
will see a positive effect in seven to 10 days.

Figure 54. CXR of a PCP patient, showing an interstitial pattern with
perihilar ground-glass haziness, especially on the left side.

Figure 55. CXR of a patient who suffered from severe PCP. The upper
zones show cystic changes as a consequence of the infection.
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10. Kaposi Sarcoma
What is Kaposi sarcoma?

Kaposi sarcoma (KS) is a tumour associated with Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpes virus (KSHV), also
known as human herpes virus 8 (HHV-8). KS mainly
affects the skin, but can also affect the internal organs,
particularly the lungs or the gastrointestinal tract. It
may be seen at any stage of HIV infection, even in the
presence of a normal CD4+ T-cell count.

What are the symptoms?

these are caused by oedema and the filling of air spaces
with blood. These consolidations can obscure the silhouette of the heart and the diaphragm. Pulmonary KS is
often associated with hilar and mediastinal lymphadenopathy. Pleural effusions are frequently seen in cases
of pulmonary KS; they are typically bloody, or serosanguineous. Like bloody ascites and bloody pericardial fluid,
bloody pleural effusion should always raise suspicions
of KS. In rare cases, chylous effusion is seen.

KS can affect any area of the skin, and can also appear on oral mucous membranes. Typical findings are
asymptomatic dark macules or nodules, which may be
accompanied by severe lymphoedema. Disease progression is highly variable—the tumours can remain unchanged for months or years, or they may grow rapidly
within a few weeks and then disseminate.

Figure 56. Dark, bruise-like spot on the skin—a typical manifestation
of KS.
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Pulmonary involvement with KS generally presents
with shortness of breath and non-productive cough. The
vast majority (80–90%) of patients with pulmonary KS
also have cutaneous lesions. Remember that for all
patients with presumptive disseminated KS, it is especially important to check the oral mucosa for lesions.

Figure 57. Mildly raised purple lesions on the hard palate of a patient
with KS. Mucosal lesions in the mouth can be used as an indicator of
disseminated KS affecting the lung or the gastrointestinal organs.

What are the findings on a CXR?

The CXR characteristically shows reticular opacities and
parenchymal nodules with a peribronchial distribution
spreading from the hilar regions bilaterally to the mid to
lower lung zones. The areas of peribronchial thickening represent tumour growth along the bronchovascular
bundles. Nodules correspond to neoplastic proliferations
into the pulmonary parenchyma. Infiltrates and areas of
ground-glass attenuation may develop in the process;
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Figure 58. CXR of a patient with disseminated KS showing peribronchial thickening and nodular changes spreading outward from the hilar
regions, affecting mainly the lower lung zones.

Figure 59. CXR of a patient with disseminated KS, showing a consolidation in the left middle and lower zones, and a pleural effusion that
was punctured and produced serosanguineous material.

Further Tests and Treatment

Definitive diagnosis of pulmonary KS requires bronchoscopy, which is not usually available in our setting.
Diagnosis instead relies on the presence of typical skin
findings, or even skin histology, with a compatible pulmonary clinical picture. Treatment for KS in general is
ART and chemotherapy; paclitaxel is the drug of choice,
especially for pulmonary KS.

11. Cardiomegaly
What is cardiomegaly?
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Cardiomegaly is present when the shadow of the heart
is wider than half of the thorax diameter on a PA CXR.
This would be referred to as a cardiothoracic ratio (CTR)
of more than 50%.
It is important that the cardiac size is assessed on
a CXR obtained in full inspiration; otherwise, the heart
may falsely appear enlarged. A few adults may have an
entirely normal heart, but still have a CTR that exceeds
50%. Although the CXR can be very useful in suggesting
the presence of cardiomegaly, ultrasound is far better for
determining whether the enlargement is due to pericardial effusion or chamber enlargement.
However, it is still worth being familiar with the features suggestive of chamber enlargement on the CXR.
Left ventricle enlargement will create a prominent inferior aspect of the left heart border. Right ventricle
enlargement generally gives a similar appearance to
left ventricular enlargement (sometimes with the cardiac apex slightly more elevated), but may be difficult to
see. Left atrium enlargement is probably the easiest
to observe: it usually shows as a bulge of the left heart
border next to the left hilum. This bulge is the left atrial
appendage. In cases with a very large atrium, a double density sign can be seen through the heart. This
represents the enlarged atrium posterior to the cardiac
contour, which indents the lung and becomes outlined
by air in the lungs. In these cases, the atrium may also
displace the left and right bronchi, possibly causing the
carinal angle to widen (it is normally < 100°). Changes
in the right atrium are very difficult to see.
As stated above, to determine the presence and
cause of cardiac enlargement, it is advisable to rely on
ultrasound. We will briefly discuss the main causes in
the following chapters.
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Figure 60. Measurement of the cardiothoracic ratio (CTR). The maximum diameter of a normal-sized heart should be less than 50% of the
thoracic diameter.

12. Pericardial TB
What is pericardial TB?

Pericardial disease is one of the most common cardiac
diseases among HIV patients in Southern Africa. This is
mainly due to the high rate of HIV-TB co-infections and
the development of TB pericarditis when mycobacteria
enter the pericardial sac. Other causes of pericardial effusion are pericardial involvement of KS, and fluid overload due to renal or cardiac failure.

What are the symptoms?

The same systemic symptoms we see with pulmonary
TB—fever, night sweats, and weight loss—may be
present. Chest pain, cough, and shortness of breath
are common. With chronic cardiac compression, the
presentation may mimic cardiac failure. Cardiac tampo
nade is present in 10% of patients with tuberculous
pericardial effusion. The classical physical findings of
tamponade are distended neck veins (due to inflow
congestion), hypotension, and muffled heart sounds;
unfortunately, these clinical signs are present in less than
40% of tamponade patients.

Figure 61. CXR of a patient with a sonographically confirmed pericardial effusion due to pericardial TB. On the CXR, cardiomegaly is present
because the heart shadow is wider than half of the thoracic diameter.

What are the findings on a CXR?

Cardiomegaly due to fluid in the pericardial sac is
very difficult to distinguish from chamber enlargement.
Normally the sac contains 15 to 30 ml of fluid; change
in cardiac size becomes visible on the CXR once
250 to 500 ml of fluid has accumulated.
Previous pericardial TB may leave residual peri
cardial calcification, which can sometimes be found
incidentally on the CXR. These may or may not be associated with symptoms of constrictive cardiac physiology.
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Further Tests and Treatment

The most important test to perform next is an ultrasound
of the heart. If effusion is confirmed, TB treatment should
be initiated. When signs of tamponade or very large peri
cardial effusion are present, steroids may also be considered. In cases of tamponade with severe symptoms,
it may be necessary to perform puncture and drainage
to stabilise the patient.
Figure 62. CXR of a patient with previously treated pericardial TB. A
rim of calcification (arrowheads) surrounding the heart remains as
scaring from the previous infection.
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13. Dilated Cardiomyopathy
What is dilated cardiomyopathy?

Dilated cardiomyopathy (CMP) is the failure of the left
ventricle to contract adequately due to progressive enlargement of the chambers and thinning of the muscular walls of the heart. Common causative factors in our
patient population are ‘burnt-out’ untreated hypertension, infections and myocarditis, pregnancy, alcohol
abuse, and nutritional deficiency.
The prevalence of CMP in Africa is higher among
HIV-positive patients than it is among the general population. There is a correlation between the degree of
immunosuppression and CMP, with patients who have
CD4 counts below 100/mm3 at higher risk. Underlying
causes may be opportunistic infections (Toxoplasma,
Cryptococcus neoformans, Mycobacterium avium intracellulare), or the direct effects of HIV.

What are the symptoms?
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The key symptoms are those of congestion or fluid overload: peripheral oedema (limbs and feet), pulmonary
oedema (with shortness of breath on exertion and
orthopnoea), and ascites (swollen abdomen). Nocturia
(frequent urination at night—more than twice a night)
may occur when fluid from the legs is returned to the
bloodstream while lying down at night.

What are the findings on a CXR?

The main sign of dilated CMP is cardiomegaly. It is also
worthwhile to look for signs of pulmonary congestion:
•
•

•
•

Upper lobe diversion or cephalisation (increased
size of the venous vessels in the upper lobe).
Pulmonary interstitial oedema with Kerley B lines
(thin lines 1 to 2 cm in length in the periphery of
the lung, perpendicular to the pleural surface, and
often seen in the lower zones).
Alveolar oedema with consolidations in severe
cases.
Pleural effusions (often bilateral) may be present.

(You may want to memorise another ABCDE mnemonic for fluid overload: Alveolar oedema, Kerley B
lines, Cardiomegaly, upper lobe Diversion, Effusion.)

Further Tests and Treatment

The main test to perform next is an ultrasound of the
heart. If CMP is confirmed, the patient should be treated
with diuretics, ACE inhibitors, possibly even spironolactone (if renal function permits), and a beta-blocker (if the
ejection fraction is low).

Figure 63. CXR of a patient with cardiac failure (and a cardiac pacemaker). Note the cardiomegaly (heart larger than 50% of the thorax) and upper
lobe diversion of the vessels. Additionally, you can see small horizontal lines in the periphery of the lung—the Kerley B lines; these represent
interstitial oedema.
Figure 64. CXR of a patient with severe cardiac failure. Again,
cardiomegaly can be noted, along with upper lobe diversion of the
vessels. In this case, you can also see the beginning of consolidations,
particularly in the lower zones; these represent an alveolar oedema.
The costophrenic angle on the left is blunted, probably due to a
developing pleural effusion.
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14. Mitral Valve Changes and Rheumatic Heart
Disease
What are these conditions?

Mitral valve stenosis is a narrowing of the mitral valve,
which is located between the left atrium and left ventricle. In children and young adults, it is generally the
result of rheumatic heart disease (RHD, chronic cardiac
changes following rheumatic fever). Rheumatic fever is
an illness caused by an immunological reaction following
group A streptococcal infection.
The mitral valve is the main valve affected by RHD,
which results in mitral stenosis and mitral regurgitation; most patients with RHD have mixed valvular
lesions. Aortic regurgitation is seen in less than 50% of
these patients, and is almost always found in combination with mitral valve problems; aortic stenosis is rare.

heart, or even a proper echocardiography. Patients
should ideally be referred for valve surgery, but this is
unfortunately often unavailable. Patients can be treated
conservatively by trying to mitigate symptoms. This requires diuretics; heart rate control (with digoxin or beta
blockers, for example) can be attempted, especially if
atrial fibrillation is present. Patients should receive regular injections of long-acting penicillin to prevent further
episodes of rheumatic fever and additional damage to
the heart.

What are the symptoms?

Patients present with progressive dyspnoea and signs
of fluid overload, such as pulmonary and peripheral
oedema. Sometimes they report haemoptysis from pulmonary venous hypertension, as well as irregular heartbeat and palpitations.

What are the findings on a CXR?

Cardiomegaly is again the leading finding on the CXR.
Both mitral stenosis and mitral regurgitation result in a
dilated left atrium, which may become larger than the
normal-sized left ventricle. The cardiomegaly may therefore show a convexity just below the left hilum and the
double density sign (additional contour superimposed
over the right heart). The ‘ABCDE’ of fluid overload (see
p. 30) may be present in the lungs.

Further Tests and Treatment
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The main test to perform next is an ultrasound of the
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Figure 65. Cardiomegaly in a patient with post-rheumatic mitral
disease. Note the convexity in the area of the aortopulmonary window
(large arrow) compared to other appearances of cardiomegaly. This
is due to enlargement of the left atrium. Additionally, a double density
sign is visible, caused by the border between the enlarged left ventricle
and air in the right lung (small arrows).

15. Cor Pulmonale
What is cor pulmonale?

Cor pulmonale is defined as a failure of the right ventricle in the absence of major left ventricular dysfunction.
The underlying causes vary. Pulmonary hypertension
caused by disorders of the respiratory system is a frequent underlying cause in Africa; this may be due to
chronic fibrocavitary TB with destruction of lung, or to
significant pulmonary fibrosis. Thrombosis leading to pulmonary embolism can be a cause of acute cor pulmonale; in southern Africa, these are seen more frequently
in HIV-infected patients than in the HIV-negative population. Chronic obstructive bronchitis, emphysema, and
pulmonary hypertension secondary to left-sided valvular
disease are also possible causes. On rare occasions,
chronic pulmonary vascular diseases due to pulmonary
schistosomiasis may be the cause.

Further Tests and Treatment

The next test to perform is an ultrasound of the heart.
When features of cor pulmonale are identified, a diagnostic work-up for thrombosis and related pulmonary
embolism (which may prompt anticoagulant treatment)
should be initiated. In other cases, underlying lung disease should be searched for and treated, if possible.

What are the symptoms?

Patients will usually present with symptoms of dyspnoea,
ascites, and lower extremity swelling.

What are the findings on a CXR?
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Cardiomegaly can be seen on the CXR. Additionally,
central pulmonary artery enlargement may be seen
with enlarged vessels at the hila, and amputation (very
small vessels) towards the periphery. This takes substantial experience to recognise, but one should look for
changes consistent with underlying pulmonary disease as outlined above—particularly fibrocavitary TB,
lung fibrosis, or COPD.
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Figure 66. CXR of a patient with massive ascites and lower limb
oedema due to cor pulmonale caused by recurrent thromboembolism.
On the CXR, massive cardiomegaly is visible. Further work-up with
cardiac ultrasound is needed.

16. Cardiovascular Syphilis
“He who knows syphilis knows medicine.” —Sir William Osler

Cardiovascular syphilis is a relatively rare condition,
occurring in approximately 10% of cases of untreated
syphilis. However, because it is within the realm of HIV
medicine and cases are encountered in our setting, it is
included here.

What is cardiovascular syphilis?

Syphilis is a sexually transmitted disease caused by the
bacterium Treponema pallidum; the incidence of syphilis
is closely related to that of HIV. The signs and symptoms
of untreated syphilis vary with each stage of disease;
progression is roughly divided into primary (ulcer),
secondary (skin rash), and tertiary (neuro- and cardiovascular disease) stages.
Involvement of the cardiovascular system is usually
seen late in the tertiary phase, about 10 to 25 years after
the primary infection. It manifests as syphilitic aortitis,
and infrequently as myocarditis. Although any large vessel may be affected, most often the ascending aorta is
involved, followed by the aortic arch, the descending
aorta, and the abdominal aorta. The small vessels feeding the aortic wall (vasa vasorum) are invaded by the
bacteria; inflammation (endarteritis) and necrosis of the
medial layer follow, as well as infiltration of inflammatory
cells. The elastic fibres of the vessel are destroyed and
replaced by scar tissue, eventually resulting in dilation
of the aortic root, thoracic aortic aneurysm, aortic valve
regurgitation, and finally congestive heart failure.

What are the symptoms?
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The most common symptoms are chest pain and signs
of sudden or gradual heart failure. In some patients, the
large aneurysm results in a pulsating mass, which can
cause such problems as difficulties swallowing, hoarseness, and erosion of vertebrae or the sternum. Rupture
of the aneurysm can result in sudden death.

Figure 67. Female patient with syphilitic aortic aneurysm. The upper
mediastinum is wide (arrowhead) and the aortic arch enlarged
(arrows); the trachea is displaced to the right. A silhouette sign of the
dilated descending aorta is visible behind the heart shadow (arrows).
Secondary to aortic regurgitation, massive cardiomegaly is present.
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What are the findings on a CXR?

The CXR can raise suspicion for an aortic aneurysm by
revealing an abnormal mediastinal contour, particularly
widening of the upper mediastinal silhouette, and
enlargement of the aortic arch. The trachea may be
displaced. The aorta is often heavily calcified, but this is
frequently visible only on CT scans. Although aneurysms
are often obvious, it may be difficult to accurately assess
their size on a CXR. In addition, mediastinal masses and
tumours may mimic aortic aneurysms; therefore, a CT
scan should be performed to confirm whenever possible.

Further Tests and Treatment

The main test is a serological test for syphilis; in our
setting, this is mainly a rapid syphilis test. If the result
is positive, treatment with penicillin should be initiated
(for example, benzathine benzylpenicillin, 2.4 million IU
by intramuscular injection, once weekly for three consecutive weeks).
Further treatment is guided by the cardiac symptoms.
For example, fluid overload is treated with furosemide,
cardiac failure with ACE inhibitors. When aortic regurgitation is present, treatment should aim to reduce afterload through vasodilatation (for example, by using ACE
inhibitors), as this reduces the regurgitant flow. In these
patients, both hypertension and bradycardia should
be avoided, as both increase regurgitation. Although
surgical repair would be the ideal course of treatment
here, patients can survive on a regimen of medications
for months and years, especially after penicillin is given.
The prognosis, though poor, may not be as gloomy as it
was often thought to be.

On the lateral CT scan, the wide aorta and the calcifications in the
aortic wall (arrows) can be seen clearly.

Appendix 1. Bone and Joint Tuberculosis on X-rays
What is bone and joint TB?

Bone and joint tuberculosis develops after haematogenous spread of MTB; it usually presents a few years
following the initial respiratory infection, after MTB has
multiplied in the bones. Any bone or joint may be affected, but the weight-bearing skeleton (spine, hip and
femur, knee, tibia, and ankle) is predominantly involved.

always consider an alternative diagnosis, such as a tumour. There is usually extensive paraspinal abscess
formation; psoas abscesses may develop. These abscesses may become very large, with subsequent mass
effect on adjacent organs.

What are the symptoms?

Back pain or pain at the disease site are the dominant initial symptoms. Seventy percent (70%) of patients
present with neurological symptoms, spinal deformity,
or both; the presence of spastic paraparesis in particular should raise suspicions of spinal TB. Children
tend to have non-specific symptoms, such as refusal to
bear weight, limping, pain, or palpable masses. Fever,
night sweats, and weight loss are present in only half
of patients. Symptoms are often present for weeks to
months before patients are diagnosed.
a
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Figure 68. Distribution of bone and joint TB. The vertebrae are predominantly affected, along with the weight-bearing bones (such as
the femur) and the hip, knee, and ankle joints.

The spine is by far the most common anatomic site of
TB, accounting for approximately half of all cases. Within
the spine, the majority are localised in the thoracolumbar region. Spinal infection usually starts at vertebral
endplates close to the intervertebral discs, causing
a discitis. The spread of infection is subligamentous
(beneath the anterior longitudinal ligament), sparing the
posterior segments. As a result, the radiological changes
are more pronounced in the anterior vertebral parts.
The disease very often affects two or more adjacent
vertebrae, resulting in loss of disc space, and vertebral
collapse with kyphosis. Non-contiguous vertebral body
involvement (skipping of vertebral levels) is common,
meaning that several levels of the spine can be involved.
In the case of pathology at a single vertebra, one should
a

b

b

Figure 69. Normal spine in AP (a) and lateral (b) views. Note the regular height and density of the vertebrae, and the well-defined intervertebral disc spaces. Also pay attention to the symmetric roots of the
pedicles on the PA image—they resemble the eyes of an owl (arrows).

What are the findings on an x-ray?

Spinal TB can be difficult to detect in early stages on
a plain x-ray. The earliest findings include reduction of
disc height space and irregularity of the vertebral body
endplates. There may sometimes be sclerosis (increased
density) present at the endplates. In later stages, a reduction in vertebral height is seen, with increasing
irregularity of the endplates. Dense ivory vertebrae
can develop as a result of reossification (new bone calcification). Vertebrae may collapse completely, and a
gibbus deformity may form. Paraspinal collections can
be seen as swellings of soft tissue density if they are
large. Smaller collections are visible only on CT and MRI
scans (and sometimes on ultrasound).
c

Figure 70. Spinal TB.
(a) On the lateral view, the height of the
affected vertebra is significantly reduced
(arrow); the vertebra is sclerotic, and the
lower endplate is irregular.
(b) On the AP view, the sclerosis is also
visible.

(c) The MRI more clearly shows the
changes in the area of the intervertebral
disc.
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c

b

Figure 71. Spinal TB. (a) The height of the affected vertebrae is significantly reduced on the lateral view (large arrow), the endplate of the upper
vertebrae is very irregular (small arrows), and a sclerotic zone can be seen. Note that two adjacent vertebrae are affected, which is characteristic
of tuberculosis. (b) On the AP view, you can see the ‘owl’s eyes’ disturbed (large arrows). (c) The soft tissue changes in the area of the intervertebral disc are more clearly visible on the MRI.
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Figure 72. Normal x-ray of the pelvis and hips.

a

b

Figure 74. Normal x-ray of the ankle in (a) AP and (b) lateral views.

Musculoskeletal manifestations of TB outside of the
spine are:
•
•

Septic arthritis (joint infections)
Osteomyelitis of the appendicular skeleton (arms,
hip, and legs)

Tubercular joint infections outside the spine are
usually monoarticular (affecting only one joint), with the
weight-bearing joints (hip, knee, ankle) more frequently
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Figure 73. Pelvic x-ray demonstrating end-stage TB arthritis of the
right hip. The joint space between the head of the femur and the pelvis
is reduced (almost invisible) on the right side (arrows). Compared to
the left hip, there is marked periarticular osteoporosis (arrowheads).

a

b

Figure 75. X-rays of a patient with tuberculosis of the left ankle. The
joint space is reduced, and marked periarticular osteoporosis (arrows)
is visible.

involved. This is usually a result of osteomyelitis (bone
infection) crossing into the joint, but can also be secondary to haematogenous spread.
A plain x-ray may show radiologic abnormalities of
cortical irregularity, periarticular osteoporosis (demineralisation of bone surrounding the joint), and peripherally
located bone erosions. Later findings include gradual
loss of joint space, periostitis, and sclerosis. End-stage
findings are destruction of the joint with pathological dislocation, subluxations, or ankylosis.

TB osteomyelitis of the arms, hip, and legs is
usually secondary to haematogenous spread. It tends
to occur in the regions of long bones closer to the joints
(metaphyseal). In children, it may manifest as multifocal
osteomyelitis (affecting more than one bone).
Changes visible on the x-ray include osteolysis (bone
destruction, manifesting as lucencies on the image) with
irregular or poorly defined margins, and osteoporosis
(demineralisation of the bone, manifesting as decreased
bone density). Sequestration (a small, focal piece of
devitalised bone appearing as floating calcification
within the surrounding bone) is less frequently observed
in TB osteomyelitis than in bacterial osteomyelitis. TB
dactylitis refers to involvement of the fingers, starting as
soft tissue swelling, and progressing to enlargement of
the bones, with internal septations showing on the x-ray.
As with other forms of extrapulmonary TB, the CXR
may not show typical changes; pulmonary lesions are
found in only 50% of cases at most. Nevertheless, the
source is usually primary lung pathology that is clinically
silent and too small to be detected on a plain CXR.

Further Tests and Treatment
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It is always important to look for oozing fistulas around
the affected joints and bones. If one can be found, it
is an ideal source of material to submit for GeneXpert
MTB/RIF testing (possibly thinned with a few drops of
normal saline, if required). Otherwise, ultrasoundguided
aspiration may be a possibility in some cases when a
collection can be seen. In many cases, treatment of presumptive TB is required; diagnosis is made based on
clinical improvement, which often happens slowly (over
weeks to months).
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Appendix 2. Case Quizzes
How to Use This Section
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This section of the Lighthouse Chest X-ray Training Manual for HIV and TB Clinicians uses the same case-based
learning approach as the Lighthouse Training Manual in HIV and TB Medicine.
The first page of each case starts with a brief description of the key points of the patient’s history and findings.
Immediately below that is a chest x-ray, which you should try to assess systematically using the ABCDE approach
from Chapter 4. You may want to come back to this page and compare the structures with our normal CXR example,
which is shown again below. You should also think about the next steps you would take if this were your patient.
After you have done your assessment and thought about next steps you might take, turn the page and look at
the solutions we suggest.

The second page of each case contains a model report about the CXR, with the important findings highlighted.
(Note: Although not included here because of space limitations and privacy concerns, checking the patient ID number to ensure that you have the correct CXR for your patient should always be part of your assessment.) A smaller
version of the original CXR is marked with colour-coded lines to show you the most important pathological findings,
plus some normal anatomical structures to help you become more confident in recognizing structures. Under this
small image, possible next steps are outlined, diagnosis and management of the actual patient’s condition are described, and a few pearls of knowledge are given.
Each case is a stand-alone problem; you can open this section and start on whichever page you like. If you want
to use the cases as a tool to refresh your knowledge about a certain condition, you may use the index in the back
to find the relevant case.
The case-question-riddle format has a purpose—learning should be fun. So enjoy!
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Case 1
Presentation
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A 21-year old female was seen in the medical ward; she was extremely cachectic and had a reduced level of consciousness. The guardians reported shortness of breath, and that she had been ill for a long time, with loss of weight
and coughing. On examination, the patient was afebrile, with normal heart rate (pulse rate (PR) 80/min) and blood
pressure (BP) of 100/77 mm Hg. Auscultation was difficult; as she was not cooperative, her heart sounds could not
be detected. An HIV test was positive. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
L/R marker not visible.
Exposure
Adequately visible intervertebral
spaces. Right lung is overexposed
and non-diagnostic. No lung markings are visible.
Inspiration
Adequate. 10 posterior ribs visible.
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Rotation
Rotated to the left. Clavicles not symmetrical. Part of head visible in the
image.

Airway
The trachea is displaced to the
dense left side.
Breathing
On the right side, the lung seems
hyperinflated; no pathology is visible
(possibly due to overexposure of the
film).
On the left side, severe loss of
volume and an opacification are
seen, caused by a long-standing
collapse and destruction of part of
the lung. The costophrenic angle on
the right side is sharp; on the left, not
visible. No sign of pneumothorax.

Circulation
Heart silhouette, aortic arch, and left
hilum displaced to the left. Normal
size and shape of right hilum.
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Right diaphragm clear, left markedly elevated. No free air below diaphragm. Bones and chest wall show
crowding of the ribs on the left.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No enlarged LN visible. Apices: right,
normal; left, marked pleural thickening. Behind heart: not visible. Behind
diaphragm: normal.

The image shows marked loss of volume of the left lung, with apical pleural thickening. Lower lobe density is explained by the heart. There may be added consolidation and pleural thickening here too. This is compatible with
extensive damage from TB. The patient should be treated with a broad-spectrum antibiotic. Sputum for TB diagnostic
should be obtained, although this is almost impossible with an unconscious patient. Treatment for presumptive TB
can be considered. Further imaging with ultrasound may be indicated to assess the heart.

Diagnosis and Management

Because of the missing heart sounds, a bedside ultra
sound was done. The heart was not in its normal position; it was finally seen displaced far into the right
hemithorax. A CT scan was ordered: a consolidated,
shrunken lung was seen on the right side; the entire
mediastinum, including the heart, was displaced to the
right. The left lung was hyperinflated.
These findings are compatible with a chronic organising pneumonia on the right, probably due to TB. The
patient was started on TB treatment via nasogastric
tube; unfortunately, she died a few days later.

Pearls

This case underlines the importance of markers on a film to identify the correct orientation. Because we expect
to see the white heart shadow on the left, it was automatically assumed that the whiter areas of the CXR were on the
left, when in fact the film was reversed. It did not change much about the management of this patient—but imagine
how, in a case of a pneumothorax, the chest tube could have been placed in the wrong side of the chest.
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Case 2
Presentation
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A 17-year-old male nursing student was admitted for sudden haemoptysis of fresh, bright-red blood. He denied
fever or loss of weight, though he always had been slim. His HIV test on admission was negative. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
Assumed erect and PA, L/R marker
not visible.

Airway
The trachea is central.
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Breathing
In the left upper zone, a thin-walled
Exposure
Overexposed, but in this case ad- cavity is seen, with minimal surequate to see the abnormality. In- rounding inflammatory consolidatervertebral discs visible behind heart, tion. The mid and lower zones are
lung markings not visible towards the clear and symmetric on both sides.
There are also minimal changes in
periphery.
the right upper zone (hardly visible).
The costophrenic angles are sharp.
Inspiration
No pleural effusion. No sign of pneuAdequate. 10 posterior ribs visible.
mothorax. Normal bronchovascular
markings.
Rotation
Not rotated.

Circulation
Heart is not enlarged. Heart borders
are clear. Aortic arch small and normal. Normal size, shape, and position of the hila.
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. No free air below the
diaphragm. Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No enlarged LN in hilar, aortopulmonary window, paratracheal, or subcarinal areas. Behind heart: normal.
Behind diaphragm: normal.

The image shows an upper lobe cavity highly suggestive of TB. A sputum sample for AFB smear and GenXpert
MTB/RIF testing should be obtained. Because as a health care worker he may have been exposed to drug-resistant
disease, the possibility of drug-resistant TB must be considered. TB treatment can be started while awaiting sputum
results.

Diagnosis and Management

A sputum sample was sent, and the patient started on RHZE (the standard regimen of TB drugs). He was also started
on a cough suppressant to allow the bleeding to stop. Unfortunately, the sputum sample was rejected and discarded
by the lab, as the initial material was very bloody. The patient improved clinically over the next few weeks, and the
course of TB treatment was completed uneventfully.

Pearls

In cases of haemoptysis (a little blood in the sputum) or haemoptoe (more blood in the sputum), a CXR is the first
examination of choice. Blood in the sputum can be caused by active TB as well as old TB changes. It is important
to try to stop the bleeding by reducing coughing, as coughing causes mechanical irritation and prevents stabilisation of clots. In some cases, tranexamic acid may be an option to increase coagulation. (It can often be found in
obstetric departments.)
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Case 3
Presentation
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A 36-year-old male patient with well-controlled HIV infection on ART presented with abdominal pain for the last four
days and fever. Massive ascites were seen on ultrasound. Therefore, abdominal TB was suspected; the patient
was referred to the TB clinic. He walked into the clinic afebrile and tachycardic, with mild abdominal distention and
guarding tenderness. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
Assumed erect and PA. L marker
visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible
behind heart
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible.
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Rotation
Not rotated.

Airway
The trachea is central.
Breathing
All three zones are clear and symmetrical on both sides. The costophrenic angles are sharp. No pleural
effusion. Normal bronchovascular
markings. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Cardiac shadow not enlarged. Heart
borders are clear. Aortic arch normal.
Normal size, shape, and position of
the hila.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. Free air is visible
under both hemidiaphragms, indicating hollow organ perforation.
Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No enlarged LN in hilar, aortopulmonary window, paratracheal, or subcarinal areas. Apices: normal. Behind
heart: normal. Behind diaphragm:
normal.

Although TB is a possible cause of bowel perforation, the more urgent approach for this patient is surgical. For initial
management, an IV line should be placed for fluids; he should be given a broad-spectrum antibiotic to treat possible bacterial peritonitis, and referred for surgical management.

Diagnosis and Management

A secure IV line was immediately placed, and ceftriaxone started. The patient was accompanied to the surgical
emergency room for admission. He was operated on the same night; a cecal perforation was resected.

Pearls

The differential diagnosis of bowel perforation in our setting includes typhoid perforation (most common), followed
by appendicitis and peptic ulcer disease. Underlying bowel TB can be a cause in rare cases. In our patient, typhoid
was presumed to be the most likely cause; he made a good post-operative recovery with antibiotic treatment.
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Case 4
Presentation
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A 16-year-old boy was seen in the clinic because of non-productive cough for three weeks, accompanied by fever
and mild chest pain on the right side. No major weight loss was observed. Additionally, he complained about painful,
bruise-like nodules on his shins. He was tested for HIV; the text came back negative. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, R marker visible.

Airway
The trachea is central.

Exposure
Although the right side seems adequate, and intervertebral discs are
visible behind the heart, the left side
seems overexposed and almost
non-diagnostic, as lung markings are
not visible.

Breathing
Upper and middle zone clear and
symmetric on both sides. In the right
lower zone, ill-defined opacifications are seen. The costophrenic
angle on the right is blunted due to a
moderate pleural effusion. Normal
pulmonary vascular marks. No sign
of pneumothorax.

Inspiration
Adequate. Nine or 10 posterior ribs
visible.
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Rotation
Not rotated.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. No free air below the
diaphragm. Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Enlarged LN in the right hilum;
no enlarged LN in aortopulmonary
window, paratracheal, or subcarinal
areas. Apices: normal. Behind heart:
normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

Circulation
Heart is not enlarged. Heart borders
are clear. Aortic arch normal. Right
hilum enlarged, abnormal in shape,
and dense.

Unilateral pleural effusion in a young adult is highly suggestive of TB, even more so when lymphadenopathy is
also present. A sputum sample should be sent for AFB stain, and also for GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing, if possible.
As the cough was non-productive, it may be difficult to obtain more than saliva. TB treatment should be started even
if sputum cannot be obtained.

Diagnosis and Management

Sputum was sent, and came back negative for AFB; GeneXpert testing was not done (the patient was HIV negative,
and lab policy at the time allowed it only for HIV-positive patients). Based on clinical suspicion, empiric TB treatment
was started, and the patient improved clinically.

Pearls

In this patient, a hypersensitivity reaction is seen, presumably due
to primary TB. His immune system functions well, so the immune
cells actively attack the mycobacteria. This leads to the inflammatory effusion (which contains very few MTB) and the enlarged hilar
lymph nodes, as well as to the immunological ‘attack’ in the shins.
The skin changes are called erythema nodosum, which is a hypersensitivity reaction in the skin due to immune stimulation by MTB.
Besides TB, erythema nodosum can be caused by streptococcal
infections, and reactions to drugs (for example, sulphonamides,
penicillin, oral contraceptive pills). In combination with the pleural
effusion, TB is the most likely diagnosis in this case. If a tuberculin
skin test were done, it would be strongly positive.
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Case 5
Presentation
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A 42-year-old, HIV-positive male patient was seen in the ART clinic with a presenting complaint of weight loss and an
increasing productive cough over the last three months. His HIV viral load was suppressed on TDF/3TC/EFV just a
few weeks ago. The patient was taking cotrimoxazole preventive therapy; his current CD4 count was 365 cells/mm3.
A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, L/R marker not visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible
behind heart. Lung markings also in
the periphery.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Airspace consolidations most
marked in the right upper zone
with multiple cavities. Additionally,
less-pronounced, nodular, patchy
consolidations in the left upper
and lower zones are a sign of endobronchial seeding. The costophrenic angles are sharp. No pleural
effusion. Normal pulmonary vascular
marks. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Heart is not enlarged. Heart borders
are clear. Aortic arch normal. Normal
hila.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. No free air below the
diaphragm. Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Enlarged LN in the right hilum cannot be ruled out. No LN in the aortopulmonary window, paratracheal,
or subcarinal areas. Apex: described
above. Hila: described above. Behind
heart: normal. Behind diaphragm:
normal.

The patient has the typical signs and symptoms suggestive of PTB; the CXR findings are compatible with the
typical pattern of post-primary TB. A sputum sample should be obtained for GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing to look
for TB and assess for drug resistance. As TB is very likely clinically, TB treatment should be started immediately,
even if the sputum results are not back yet, or come back negative.

Diagnosis and Management

A sputum sample was sent; it came back positive for MTB, but did not show RIF resistance. The patient received
six months of TB treatment; his ART was continued, and he made an uneventful recovery.

Pearls

This case underlines the value of imaging in diagnosing TB. Although only microbiological examinations can prove
the diagnosis, imaging can be so typical and suggestive that treatment may be started even without micro
biological confirmation.
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Case 6
Presentation
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A 29-year-old, HIV-positive male patient was seen in the medical ward after being admitted for loss of weight, night
sweats, and increasing weakness to the point of being unable to walk unaided; his relatives mentioned only intermittent dry cough. The patient tested HIV positive; his CD4 count was 66 cells/mm3.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, L/R marker not visible.
Exposure
Good exposure for lungs; lung markings are visible.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Multiple small, ill-defined nodular
consolidations throughout both
lungs. In the apical zones bilaterally, the nodular opacities are more
pronounced and seem confluent
to larger consolidations. The costo
phrenic angle on the left is blunted
by a small effusion; the right is
sharp. No sign of pneumothorax.
Normal pulmonary vascular marks.
Circulation
Heart is not enlarged. Heart borders
are clear. Aortic arch normal. The hila
appear slightly enlarged and dense.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than the left. No free air below
the diaphragm. Bones and chest wall
unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Enlarged LN in both hila are possible,
but not definite. No lymphadenopathy
in the aortopulmonary window, para
tracheal, or subcarinal areas. Apex:
dense confluent consolidations. Hila:
described above. Behind heart: normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

The patient has the typical signs and symptoms suggestive of severe disseminated TB, especially considering the
newly diagnosed advanced HIV disease with severe immunosuppression. CXR findings are compatible with of
disseminated TB. A LAM test could be done; if positive, it confirms the diagnosis. TB treatment should be started
immediately (even without further results), as TB is very likely, and the disease is advanced.

Diagnosis and Management

A LAM test was positive; the patient started TB treatment the same day. He improved clinically and was discharged
home after two weeks. He started ART about two weeks after his discharge, and recovered without further problems.
The patient had an extremely positive course, which was at least partially due to the immediate TB treatment.

Pearls

Disseminated TB can manifest itself in various organs. Historically, the best-known sign is the presentation of miliary
TB on the CXR. More recently, a sonographic pattern of subpleural nodules and B lines in miliary pulmonary disease
has also been described. Multiple splenic microabscesses are the sonographic findings representing miliary lesions
in the spleen.
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Case 7
Presentation

A 33-year-old, HIV-negative male patient was referred to the TB ward for treatment with a presumptive diagnosis of
pulmonary TB. The patient reported productive cough for three weeks with frothy, blood-stained sputum. He reported
no night sweats, fever, or marked weight loss.
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The patient further reported dyspnoea, orthopnoea, nocturnal diuresis, and oedema of the lower limbs. On exami
nation, he had a raised jugular venous pressure (JVP), BP of 160/125 mm Hg, PR 106/min and regular, and a
respiration rate (RR) of 32 breaths/min. His CXR was reviewed.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, L marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Lung markings nicely seen.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible
on the left side.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Opacification in both lower zones,
right side more than left. The costophrenic angle on the right is blunted by a large pleural effusion; on
the left side, there is also a possible effusion or lobular pleural
thickening. No sign of pneumothorax. Increased perihilar pulmonary
vascular markings.
Circulation
Size of the heart cannot be measured, as the heart borders are not
clear. The heart appears enlarged.
Aortic arch normal. The hila seem

slightly enlarged and show vascular
congestion.
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Left diaphragm obscured by left
lower lobe opacification; right not visi
ble. No free air below the diaphragm.
Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No enlarged LN visible in the hila (not
possible to definitively assess), or in
the aortopulmonary window, para
tracheal, or subcarinal areas. Apex:
normal. Behind heart: opacification.
Behind diaphragm: normal.

The patient has signs and symptoms, such as productive cough, that made the clinicians think of TB. However, he
does not have fever, and does not report weight loss. Instead he reports orthopnoea, nocturnal diuresis, and
oedema, which suggest fluid overload, and thus a cardiac cause for the cough. The CXR shows typical findings
compatible with congestive cardiac failure. TB treatments should be stopped, and the patient started on a diuretic,
such as furosemide. An ACE-inhibitor and spironolactone can be considered, if renal function permits. The next
diagnostic step would be an ultrasound of the heart to assess left ventricular (LV) function

Diagnosis and Management

TB treatment was stopped; furosemide, enalapril, and spironolactone were started. The patient was referred back to
the internal medicine ward for further cardiac work-up; ultrasound showed massively reduced LV function.

Pearls

Cardiac failure is one of the big differential diagnoses of TB. Patients often report cough, which may inappropriately
trigger TB treatment. Cardiac patients often report that the cough gets worse when they lie down (as does the shortness of breath), so they may cough more in the night. Also, the questions about orthopnoea, nocturnal diuresis, and
oedema are key; they can point you in the right direction—towards the heart.
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Case 8
Presentation
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A 34-year-old, HIV-positive female patient was seen in the clinic, presenting with one week of cough with high
fever and night sweats. The patient was on ART (TDF/3TC/EFV); her CD4 count was 326 cells/mm3. Clinically, she
appeared very sick: her BP was 100/70 mm Hg, PR 96/min, and she had crackles in the right lower lung. A CXR
was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, L/R marker not visible.
Exposure
Good exposure.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible
on the left side.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Alveolar consolidations in right
middle to lower zones with air
bronchogram. The consolidation
stops abruptly at the horizontal
fissure, with a sharp line. The
costophrenic angles are sharp; no
sign of pneumothorax. Normal pulmonary vascular markings.
Circulation
Size of the heart normal. Aortic arch
normal. Right hilum slightly enlarged.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. No free air below
the diaphragm, stomach bubble visible under left diaphragm. Bones and
chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Possibly enlarged LN in right hilum; no enlarged LN in left hilar, aortopulmonary window, paratracheal, or
subcarinal areas. Apex: normal. Hila:
described above. Behind heart: normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

The symptoms of cough and fever in an HIV patient should always prompt consideration of TB. However, alternative
diagnoses, such as community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) and Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) also need to be
considered. In this patient, the relatively high CD4 count ( > 200 cells/mm3) makes PCP unlikely. The short duration
of symptoms points more to CAP than to TB. The CXR is very compatible with right middle lobe pneumonia. The
rate of CAP is higher among HIV-infected individuals than in the general population, even when the CD4 count is not
low. Patients are particularly prone to infections with encapsulated pathogens like Streptococcus pneumoniae ; this
might be due to altered B-cell or neutrophil function caused by HIV. An empiric broad-spectrum antibiotic is indicated.

Diagnosis and Management

The patient was treated with ceftriaxone IV and 1.5 L of normal saline; laboratory investigations showed normal
serum creatinine, with her leukocytes were elevated at 14 000 cells/mm3. She was managed as an outpatient, and
given oral amoxicillin for a week. The patient recovered quickly and completely within the next few days.

Pearls

Since the consolidation stops abruptly and outlines the inferior margin of the horizontal fissure, this can be assumed
to be a middle lobe pneumonia (not just the zone!). Remember—the right middle lobe is under the horizontal fissure,
and above the oblique fissure. With middle lobe pneumonias, you can often see blurring of the right heart border
(silhouette sign), as the middle lobe is located ventrally, beside the heart. This is not seen in this case because there
is still enough air in the part of the lung adjacent to the heart to produce a clear, sharp contrast.
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Case 9
Presentation

A 48-year-old, HIV-negative male patient was seen in the clinic reporting back pain present for two years. He had
weakness in the right lower limb, and increasingly also in the left, to the point that he was now using a wheelchair
and could walk only with help. The patient looked unwell; on physical examination, spinal deformity was observed
in the lumbar region, along with an oozing fistula that reportedly had been present for several months. An x-ray of
the spine on two planes was done.
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Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment

The x-rays show the thoracolumbar region of the spine, with good penetration. The AP x-ray (left) shows a very
dense appearance of L1–L2 with destruction of the normal vertebral structures. The pedicles (‘owl’s eyes’) cannot be seen in that area, and there is loss of height of the vertebral bodies. On the lateral film (right), the reduction
in vertebral height is seen more clearly, especially in the ventral parts, but it is difficult to appreciate that there
are two collapsed vertebral bodies rather than one. There is a severe kyphosis of the spine at this level. These
appearances are very typical of spinal TB, also known as Pott’s Disease.
Generally, further diagnostic steps are neither necessary nor possible in our setting, so empiric treatment of TB
should be started. When there is doubt, CT-guided aspiration or surgical biopsy of the soft tissue around the verte
brae can be considered. Ultrasound-guided aspiration is another possibility, if fluid collection is visible in the soft
tissue surrounding the spine. The sample can be used for GeneXpert MTB/RIF or TB cultures. The risk and complications of obtaining material need to be weighed against the benefit, thus empirical treatment is often preferred
in high-prevalence settings. As this patient presented with a cutaneous fistula, it is easy to obtain secreted fluid for
microbiological confirmation.

Diagnosis and Management
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A fluid specimen obtained from the fistula was submitted for GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing; it came back positive for a
susceptible MTB. The patient was started on TB treatment, and clinically improved, albeit very slowly, over the next
few months. He was eventually able to walk again with a cane, but residual weakness remained in the right leg. The
visible deformation of the spine remained unchanged.

Pearls

The changes of spinal TB on the thoracolumbar x-ray
commonly start at the front of the vertebral bodies, before the paralysis becomes manifest; x-rays of
patients with back pain in endemic settings should be
examined carefully for such changes.
This patient was not aware of any previous symptoms
of pulmonary TB. Nevertheless, his CXR revealed minimal fibrotic changes in the right lung apex that are compatible with previous occurrence of clinically silent PTB.
Pulmonary lesions are found in only half of patients
with extrapulmonary TB.
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Case 10
Presentation
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A 23-year-old, HIV-positive female patient was seen in the emergency room with severe shortness of breath. She
reported having fever for the past three weeks and was increasingly short of breath, even with minimal exercise. The
patient’s BP was 110/65 mm Hg, PR 104/min, and oxygen saturation on room air was 70%. She had just tested HIV
positive at her clinic, with a point-of-care CD4 count of 72 cells/mm3. Her body weight was 52 kg. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA. R marker not present, but written
on film.
Exposure
Good exposure.
Inspiration
Adequate. 10 posterior ribs visible.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Bilateral consolidations, slightly
more pronounced on the right side,
but generally symmetrical. The
consolidations are denser in the
central, perihilar areas of the lung.
Towards the periphery, the consolidations become more reticular and
interstitial. The costophrenic angles
are sharp, no pleural effusion. No
sign of pneumothorax. Pulmonary
vascular markings not visible.
Circulation
Size of the heart normal. Aortic arch
normal. Hila cannot be seen.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right minimally higher than left. No free air below the diaphragm, stomach bubble
visible under left diaphragm. Bones
and chest wall unremarkable. Breast
shadow symmetrical.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Hilar LN are not clearly distinguish
able. No enlarged LN in aortopulmonary window, paratracheal, or subcarinal areas. Apex: normal. Hila:
described above. Behind heart: normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

The clinical picture of significant hypoxia and shortness of breath suggests PCP. This is supported by the CXR
as well as by the low CD4 count. In patients with CD4 counts below 200 cells/mm3 who are not on cotrimoxazole
preventive therapy, pulmonary infection with Pneumocystis jirovecii becomes more likely. Given this information,
and lacking a specific test in our setting, presumptive treatment with cotrimoxazole should be started empirically.
In severe cases with low oxygen saturation, concomitant steroid treatment (such as prednisolone) should be given.

Diagnosis and Management

High-dose cotrimoxazole was started at a dosage of 15 mg/kg per day (dosing is based upon the TMP component
and expressed as mg/kg per day of TMP) by mouth, divided into three doses for 21 days. Because of the patient’s
low oxygen saturation, she was prescribed prednisone (80 mg per day for five days, then 40 mg for five days, and
20 mg for 10 days). She improved over the next week and was discharged. She started on ART without further
complications two weeks lat.

Pearls

Bilateral, diffuse, symmetrical, ground-glass infiltrations that are more pronounced in the central regions of
the lung than in the periphery are the hallmark of PCP. Pleural effusions are very rare; if present, they should make
you consider other diagnoses.
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Case 11
Presentation
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A 31-year-old, HIV-positive male patient was seen in the clinic because of weakness and increasing shortness of
breath. He had been taking ART for more than a year, but his CD4 count had only risen from 61 cells/mm3 to 127.
He complained of dyspnoea and non-productive cough, as well as weight loss and fever. His BP was 96/64 mmHg,
PR 102/min and regular, and RR 34/min. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, L marker visible.
Exposure
Slightly overexposed.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
All three zones are clear and symmetrical on both sides. Right costophrenic angle sharp, left not fully
visible. Small interlobar effusion in
the right horizontal fissure. Normal
pulmonary bronchovascular markings. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Heart shadow is massively enlarged. Aortic arch normal. Hila cannot be seen clearly.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right minimally higher than left. No free air below the diaphragm. Bones and chest
wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Hilar LN are not visible; no enlarged
LN in the aortopulmonary window,
paratracheal, subcarinal, or paravertebral areas. Apex: normal. Behind
heart: normal. Behind diaphragm:
normal.

The patient should be urgently referred for an ultrasound of the heart to determine the cause of the cardiomegaly.
Pericardial effusion is high on the list of differential diagnoses. His low blood pressure and high heart rate suggest
that the effusions may be causing tamponade; therefore, further steps should be taken immediately. An IV canula
should be inserted and IV fluid initiated.

Diagnosis and Management

A cardiac ultrasound was performed; this confirmed a large anechoic effusion around the heart, which in turn showed
impaired right-sided filling during diastole. The patient was immediately given IV fluids and referred for admission.
TB treatment and prednisolone (80 mg/day) were started. The patient improved over the next few days; pericardio
centesis was not required.

Pearls

In patients with pericardial effusions, it is always important to assess the vital parameters, especially blood pressure,
heart rate, and respiratory rate. An initial bolus of IV fluid can improve venous return, and thus increase blood
pressure. TB treatment and steroids are the mainstays of treatment for TB pericarditis. Pericardiocentesis, which
is invasive, can often be avoided. Nevertheless, the patient needs to be closely monitored so as not to miss haemo
dynamic deterioration, which would require immediate puncture for pericardiocentesis.
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Case 12
Presentation
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A 38-year-old, HIV-positive male patient was seen in the clinic because of increasing shortness of breath. He
had been taking ART for three months; his CD4 count at initiation of treatment was 311 cells/mm3. Upon physical
examination, the right leg showed woody oedema and skin lesions suggestive of KS. Lesions were also seen on
his palate and the buccal mucosa. His heart rate was 90/min, with BP of 130/88 mm Hg, and oxygen saturation of
92%. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
No markers visible.

Airway
The trachea is deviated to the right.

Exposure
Slightly overexposed on the right
side, underexposed on the left side,
and below the diaphragm.

Breathing
Opacification of the left hemithorax suggesting a massive effusion
or consolidation/mass on the left
side. On the right side, the visible
lung zones are clear, with normal
pulmonary bronchovascular markings. Right costophrenic angle is cut,
and thus not fully visible.

Inspiration
Only seven posterior ribs visible on
the right side.
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Rotation
Not rotated.

Circulation
Heart shadow cannot be assessed.
Aortic arch and hila not visible.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Left diaphragm not visible due to
effusion. No free air below the dia
phragm. Bones and chest wall
obscured on the left. Right side unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Hilar LN are not visible; no enlarged
LN visible in paratracheal or sub
carinal areas. Apex: Right side normal. Behind diaphragm: not visible
due to underexposure.

The large opacification on the left suggests a large pleural effusion or a mass with the mediastinal structures
shifted away from the effusion, to the right. The patient’s circulation seems stable, but his low oxygen saturation
suggests respiratory impairment. An ultrasound-guided diagnosis, and possibly drainage, should be attempted
to improve his clinical status. Additionally, since advanced KS is very likely to be the cause, effective chemotherapy
should be initiated as soon as possible.

Diagnosis and Management

Ultrasound confirmed a large anechoic effusion. The drained fluid had a milky, turbid appearance, as shown in the picture. This suggests chylothorax, which is caused by injury
to the lymphatic ducts in the thorax. This can be seen secondary to KS, but can also be
due to TB. Two litres of fluid were drained, and the patient improved. He came back in the
following days, and additional fluid was drained. Chemotherapy was initiated. The frequency
with which pleural tap was needed decreased; after the fifth time, no further mechanical
drainage was required.

Pearls

Even in patients with large effusions, it is important to drain no more than 1.5 to 2.0 litres in one session per 24
hours. If it is necessary to drain more than that, it is preferable to do several smaller drainages on different days.
Otherwise, the rapid expansion of the compressed lung can lead to re-expansion pulmonary oedema as a result
of the rapidly changing pressures. Pneumothorax is another potential complication of drainage, for which follow-up
x-rays may be needed if the patient suddenly deteriorates after drainage.
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Case 13
Presentation

An approximately 40-year-old, HIV-positive female on ART for many years (currently on TDF/3TC/DTG with a recently
suppressed viral load), presented to the clinic complaining of cough and loss of weight. She was diagnosed with
pulmonary TB about one year ago, on the basis of a CXR (1). The patient reported that the cough improved during
treatment, and she felt better when the six-month course of treatment was completed. Unfortunately, over the past
few months the cough came back, so another CXR (2) was done.
1)

2)

Directions
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• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
CXR 1
Orientation
L marker visible.
Exposure
Lungs overexposed.
Inspiration
Good. 10 posterior ribs visible.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
Large consolidation in the left
lower zone, as well as a small,
roundish opacity with surrounding ground glass in the right middle zone. Left costophrenic angle
obscured by the opacity, no major
effusion. Normal pulmonary broncho
vascular markings. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Cardiac shadow is not enlarged.
Heart borders are clear. Aortic arch
normal. Normal size, shape, and position of the hila.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Left diaphragm not fully visible due
to basal opacity, no free air below the
diaphragm. Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No enlarged LN in right hilum; left hilum cannot be assessed. No LN visible in the paratracheal or subcarinal
areas. Apex: both sides normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.

A comparison with CXR 1 shows these relevant changes in CXR 2:
• The opacities in the left lower zone now reach higher
up into the middle zone.
• The opacities look more irregular, with an element of
volume loss in the left lower zone.
• The lower mediastinum, especially the heart, is displaced towards the left side, suggesting a shrinking
(traction) process.

• New pleural thickening is visible around the left lung,
leading to overall volume loss in the left hemithorax.
• There are more patchy infiltrates visible on the right
side, which now also extend towards the upper zone
and apex area.

These changes suggest that the disease has progressed even though TB treatment was given, and despite the
clinical improvement felt by the patient. Although the changes in the left lower zone could be explained by scarring
and fibrosis from the previously active disease, the new opacities on the right side and the new patchy infiltrates
suggest recurrent disease. The patient could be considered as a case of treatment failure, although re-infection
is also a possibility. Intensive, timely diagnostic work-up is important. This should include GeneXpert testing and a
TB culture for resistance testing.

Diagnosis and Management

A sputum sample was sent for GeneXpert testing; it came back positive, and showed no RIF resistance. The patient
was started on a new course of RHZE. A sample was sent for culture, but the result was never received.

Pearls

The interpretation of positive GeneXpert results in patients with prior episodes of TB is difficult, as the result
may stay positive for long time—in some cases, for as long as a year. This does not mean there is still active infection, only that there is still TB DNA in the lungs, which may be from dead bacteria. Therefore, GeneXpert testing is
not routinely recommended for follow-up. However, results may be useful in certain cases, as they may give an
idea of whether RIF resistance is present. A culture with proper resistance testing should be done at the same time
to detect resistance to other drugs as well.
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Case 14
Presentation
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An 8-year-old boy was seen in the outpatient department for cough and mild shortness of breath. His parents reported that his symptoms had been going on for over a year. The boy was small and slim for his age, and seemed
chronically ill in general; an HIV test was negative. A CXR was done. Because of the full white-out, a pleural tap was
attempted by the intern, but it did not produce any fluid.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Consider: Was it correct to attempt a pleural tap?
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Airway
The trachea is deviated to the left.

Exposure
Although the image in general seems
overexposed (because the vertebrae
are too visible), the right side seems
even more overexposed, as hardly
any lung markings are visible.

Breathing
Large homogenous opacification
affecting all three zones of the left Diaphragm and Chest Wall
lung. Small, ventilated areas of Diaphragm not visible because of
air visible only in the apex. Right the opacity. No free air below the diside shows no lung markings, due aphragm, stomach bubble visible unto overexposure and hyperinfla- der left diaphragm. Bones and chest
tion. A convex lucency is visible wall unremarkable.
at the level of the tracheal bifurcation, compatible with herniation of Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
overinflated right lung towards the Enlarged LN cannot be assessed.
left side of the thorax. Right costo- Apex: both sides normal. Behind
phrenic angle clear. Left costophrenic diaphragm: normal.
angle is obscured.

Inspiration
Good. Nine posterior ribs visible on
the right side.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Circulation
Cardiac shadow, aortic arch, and hila
not visible, as they are shifted to the
left.

Orientation
No marker visible.

The appearance of the opacification, particularly combined with the tracheal and cardiac deviation towards the
left side, argue against a large effusion, which would increase the volume and should displace the heart and
trachea to the other side. This is the classic appearance of lung collapse. Therefore, performing the pleural tap was
not the correct course of action. The underlying cause is atelectasis or organising pneumonia (possibly due to
chronic infection). As the symptoms are chronic, TB is one treatable differential diagnosis; sputum diagnostic should
be attempted. In small children with chronic loss of volume, foreign body aspiration should also be considered.

Diagnosis and Management

The patient was referred for pleural ultrasound, which revealed
a consolidated lung without any major effusion. A search of
the CXR archive produced two previous CXR, dating back
12 months (a) and 6 months (b). These confirmed the slowly
progressive disease. TB treatment was stared empirically, as
further diagnostics were not available; the boy slowly improved.

Pearls

a

b

The term ‘white-out’ can be misleading, as different people use it differently. For some, it may signify any large opacifications, including those stemming from lung collapse; others use it only for very large effusions. As the treatment
may differ significantly depending on the aetiology, it is probably better to avoid using the term at all, and stick to
more exact descriptions of the findings.
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Case 15
Presentation
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A 38-year-old, HIV-infected male patient with a CD4 count of 112 cells/mm3 was started on ART with TDF/3TC/DTG.
He returned four weeks later, acutely unwell with a non-productive dry cough. The patient’s temperature was 38.7 °C,
and he was in respiratory distress. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
L marker visible.
Exposure
Good exposure.
Inspiration
Good. Nine posterior ribs visible on
the right side.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
All three zones are clear and symmetrical on both sides. The right
costophrenic angle is sharp, the left
cut off. No pleural effusion. Normal
pulmonary bronchovascular markings. No sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
Cardiac shadow is not enlarged.
Heart borders are clear. Aortic arch
normal. Both hila massively enlarged and nodular.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
higher than left. No free air below the
diaphragm. Bones and chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
Enlarged hilar LN, paratracheal
stripe wide, consistent with further enlarged LN in the superior
mediastinum; no LN visible in the
subcarinal area. Apex: both sides
normal. Behind diaphragm: normal.
Behind heart: normal.

Diagnosis and Management

The CXR findings of massive thoracic lymphadenopathy, in combination with the clinical picture, suggest TBIRIS as the probable diagnosis. Alternative diagnoses, such as lymphoma, need to be considered, but are less likely.
Given the recent initiation of ART, and the absence of symptoms at that time, unmasking tuberculosis-associated
IRIS is the most likely diagnosis. Microbiological confirmation should be attempted, but empirical treatment is warranted. In severe cases, NSAIDs and (on rare occasions) even steroids may be required.
The patient was treated as suggested above. He responded well to continued ART and the addition of TB treatment.

Pearls

Two distinct patterns of IRIS are commonly observed: paradoxical IRIS and unmasking IRIS. With paradoxical IRIS,
symptoms and signs associated with a known opportunistic infection (OI) that has already been treated either recur
or become acutely worse after initiating ART. With unmasking IRIS, a previously unknown OI presents following
ART initiation, as the immune system is becoming stronger and is now able to fight other infections. In severe cases,
treatment with NSAIDs or even steroids may be needed.
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Case 16
Presentation
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A 42-year-old, HIV-positive female patient was seen in clinic complaining of three weeks of productive cough. She
further reported having intermittent fever and feeling tired. Her BP was 112/60 mm Hg, PR 72/min, and oxygen
saturation on room air was 93%. She had been on ART for three years; her HIV infection was under control, with a
suppressed VL and a CD4 count of 431 cells/mm3. The patient reported that she was suffering from TB at the time
of her HIV diagnosis; she was successfully treated for TB at that time.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA, no side marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible
behind heart. Lung markings visible
to within 2–3 cm of the pleura.
Inspiration
Adequate. 10 posterior ribs visible
above the diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated. Medial end of clavicles
equidistant to spinal processes.
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Airway
The trachea is curved and displaced to the left.

Breathing
In the left upper zone, fibrotic
changes are visible, causing an
opacity with air-filled areas, which
could be cavitations. There are no
additional infiltrates visible in this
area. All three zones are clear on
the right side, but the right lung
seems slightly hyperinflated. The
costophrenic angles seem sharp
(right angle cut). No pleural effusion.
Normal pulmonary bronchovascular
markings. No sign of pneumothorax.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear, right slightly
lower than left due to compensatory
hyperinflation on the right. No free
air below the diaphragm. Bones and
chest wall unremarkable, no breast
shadow visible.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No hilar, paratracheal, or subcarinal
LN visible. Apex: described above.
Behind diaphragm: normal. Behind
heart: normal.

Circulation
Cardiac shadow is normal, although
the left upper border is not visible
due to the lung changes. The aortic
arch and hila are not clearly visible.

This patient presents with a clinical picture compatible with tuberculosis. The CXR shows changes that can be
caused by TB, but given the patient’s history of TB disease three years ago, they are also compatible with residual
changes from that earlier episode. Therefore, the decision to re-start treatment cannot automatically be based on
the imaging findings. Microbiological samples should be sent for AFB smear and GeneXpert testing. Trial treatment
with a conventional antibiotic (such as amoxicillin) and a macrolide is warranted in the meantime.

Diagnosis and Management

A sputum sample was sent for GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing, which came back negative. The patient was treated for
seven days with amoxicillin and azithromycin. After this one-week course, she reported significant improvement; no
further treatment was required.

Pearls

Changes caused by previous TB episodes make interpreting the CXR difficult, because these changes can be both
compatible with TB and explained by the prior episodes. In these cases, it is very helpful to have a previous CXR
for comparison, since this makes it possible to differentiate new changes from old. Remember that, although TB is far
more frequent in HIV patients who are either not on ART or just starting it, their risk of TB is higher than it is for the
general population, even when they are stable on ART. Therefore, these cases need to be investigated carefully!
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Case 17
Presentation
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A 41-year-old female patient (HIV positive, two years on ART, and currently on TDF/3TC/DTG) was treated for PTB
three years ago. She recently started a new course of TB treatment, as she was again experiencing weight loss and
cough, and a new miliary pattern was noted on the CXR.
On this occasion, the patient walked into the TB clinic presenting with left chest pain for three days and mild
respiratory distress. She was afebrile, tachycardic (PR 120/min), and had a BP of 90/78 mm Hg. On auscultation,
reduced breath sounds were observed on the left, and crackles on the right. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA. L marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible
behind heart, lung markings visible to
within 2–3 cm of the pleura.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible
above the diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated.
Airway
The trachea is displaced to the right.
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Breathing
In all lung zones, reticulonodular

changes are present. In the left although the whole mediastinum
upper zone, a thick-walled cavity (including the aortic arch) and hila
is visible. Additional cavities are seen are displaced to the right, suggesting a tension pneumothorax.
throughout the left lung.
The right costophrenic angle is
sharp; the left is blunted by fibrot- Diaphragm and Chest Wall
ic changes. On the left, there is also The right hemidiaphragm is clear;
a wide dark zone of absent lung the left is flattened, possibly due to
markings around the whole lung, pressure secondary to the tension
except at the base, in the costo- pneumothorax or effusion. No free
phrenic angle.This is a pneumo air below the diaphragm. Bones and
thorax, which extends around almost chest wall unremarkable, normal
the entire lung. Due to the fibrosis in breast shadow visible.
the area of the left costophrenic angle, the lung is attached to the pleura Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
here; it can not collapse, and there- No hilar, paratracheal, or subcarinal
LN visible. Apex: changes described
fore extends to the chest wall.
above. Behind diaphragm: normal.
Behind heart: normal.
Circulation
Cardiac shadow is normal in size,

The pneumothorax is probably a complication of the patient’s underlying chronic lung disease due to TB. Because
the pneumothorax is quite large, and the lungs very diseased, spontaneous absorption and re-expansion of the lung
are unlikely; the patient will need chest drainage. Also of note is a shift of the trachea, as well as clinical signs
of shock (indicated by her high pulse rate and low BP), suggesting tension pneumothorax. This is an emergency!
The patient should immediately be referred for placement of a chest tube. It is advisable to accompany her for this
procedure, as her condition could deteriorate very quickly, requiring an emergency puncture with a large-bore cannula on the left thorax.

Diagnosis and Management

The patient was immediately given a secure IV line and accompanied to the surgical emergency room for chest tube
placement. The intervention improved her clinical symptoms.

Pearls

Pneumothorax is a finding more frequently seen in patients with underlying lung disease, such as TB or PCP. When
a pneumothorax is identified, it is important to check for signs of tension, as the presence of a tension pneumothorax constitutes an emergency, and the patient may die if not treated immediately. Radiological signs of tension
pneumothorax are displacement of the central airways and the mediastinum away from the affected area, and
flattening of the diaphragm. Clinical signs are perhaps even more important—and easier to recognise when you
look for them. Rapid breathing, high heart rate, and low blood pressure all suggest that tension in the thorax is
affecting the circulation—meaning an emergency is present.
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Case 18
Presentation
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A 33-year-old female patient (HIV positive, many years on ART, currently on TDF/3TC/EFV, with suppressed VL and
a CD4 count of 247 cells/mm3) was seen in the TB ward. The patient had twice been treated for PTB, six years ago
and three years ago. As she was cachectic and coughing chronically, she was admitted to start a new course of treatment. Clinically, the patient seemed stable, only complaining of large amounts of sputum, especially in the morning.
Although an AFB smear was negative, based on the clinical picture she was started on treatment. On auscultation,
reduced breath sounds were observed on the left, and crackles on the right. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA. No marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Intervertebral discs visible
behind heart, lung markings visible
to within 2–3 cm of the pleura on the
right.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible
above the diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Circulation
Breathing
On the right side, opacifications Cardiac shadow, aortic arch, and
are visible, especially in the upper hila cannot be seen clearly, due to
and lower zones. These appear soft the surrounding opacities.
(of low density), and are compatible
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
with infiltrations.
On the left side, no lung mark- The right hemidiaphragm is clear, the
ings are seen. Centrally, there is an left is not visible. No free air below
air-filled, thick-walled large cavity the diaphragm. Bones and chest wall
that contains an air-fluid level. This unremarkable.
is could be compatible with a hydropneumothorax, but it also suggests Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
a large intrapulmonary fluid col- No hilar, paratracheal, or subcarinal
lection. No normal lung markings LN visible. Apex: changes described
are visible on this side, and there is above. Behind diaphragm: normal.
significant pleural thickening of the Behind heart: normal.
upper part of the hemithorax, suggesting a destroyed lung.

Because the smear is negative, the new TB diagnosis may be doubted. The copious amount of sputum could
be explained by bronchiectasis and the large cavitary dead space in the left lung. The infiltrates in the right lung
are either residual from previous TB, or patches of bacterial infection. Sputum should be sent for a TB culture. The
patient should not be treated empirically for TB—especially not with streptomycin (which is nephrotoxic and ototoxic).

Diagnosis and Management

Sputum was sent for a culture. Because of the multiple negative AFB smears, the TB treatment was stopped, and
the patient started on a broad-spectrum antibiotic and vigorous physiotherapy. It was explained to the patient and her
guardian that every morning the patient should kneel on all fours with the chest low, and have the guardian percuss
the chest with the hands, especially on the left side, to physically mobilise the secretions. It was further suggested
that the patient be given intermittent suppression courses of routine antibiotics (mainly amoxycillin) to reduce the
bacterial burden, and return for intermittent AFB smears to monitor for TB recurrence. With this treatment, the patient
stabilised over the next few months. Her TB cultures stayed negative.

Pearls

The left lung of this patient is an example of TDL. (This is visible in the CT image,
where the left side of the chest is seen on the right side of the picture. There is no
lung tissue; you can see black air with a fluid level.) This is an unfortunate result
of destruction of the lung due to the chronic inflammation in long-standing TB. Inflammatory enzymes like metalloproteases are involved in destruction of the lung;
large cavitary dead spaces with thick, fibrous walls often remain. These dead
spaces are difficult to rid of mycobacteria, as drugs do not penetrate them easily.
At the same time, they are at risk for bacterial superinfection, as with this patient.
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Case 19
Presentation
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A 28-year-old, HIV-positive female patient was seen in the clinic to start on ART (her CD4 count was 132 cells/mm3).
She complained of mild dyspnoea and intermittent cough, but no weight loss or night sweats. Clinically, the patient
had no other signs suggesting any opportunistic infections, but because she was coughing, TB was suspected. Her
BP was 120/74 mm Hg, PR 96/min and irregular, and a faint murmur was detected. A CXR was done.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA. R marker visible.
Exposure
Adequate. Lung markings visible to
within 2–3 cm of the pleura.
Inspiration
Adequate. Nine posterior ribs visible
above the diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is central.

Breathing
All three zones are clear and symmetrical on both sides. The costophrenic angles are sharp. No pleural
effusion. No pulmonary oedema. No
sign of pneumothorax.
Circulation
The cardiac shadow is mildly enlarged, and the main pulmonary arteries are severely dilated, as seen
in the enlargement of the artery in
the right hilum and the bulge at the
left upper border of the heart. The
border in the region of the left atrium
is also convex, suggesting left atrial
enlargement. Aortic arch normal.

Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear. No free air
below the diaphragm. Bones and
chest wall unremarkable. Normal
breast shadow visible.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No hilar, paratracheal, or subcarinal
LN visible. Apex: normal. Behind
diaphragm: normal. Behind heart:
normal.

The CXR of this patient suggests a cardiac problem; given the left atrial enlargement, it is especially suggestive of
stenotic mitral valve disease (as occurs in post-rheumatic heart disease). The dilated pulmonary arteries indicate that
there is also pulmonary arterial hypertension as a result. The most important step to take next is to do a cardiac
ultrasound to assess the size of the chambers and the morphology of the valves.

Diagnosis and Management

A cardiac ultrasound was performed, which confirmed the mitral valve changes with significant stenosis. The patient
was treated with diuretics and her symptoms improved. For the arrhythmia, which was presumably atrial fibrillation,
digoxin was started to lower the heart rate, which improves the filling of the left ventricle. At the same time, anti
coagulation treatment was started with warfarin to prevent stroke. ART was started without further delay.

Pearls

The clinical signs of decompensating mitral stenosis can suggest TB infection. Cough, especially when lying
down, is observed; this can be productive, and sometimes even blood stained. Additionally, shortness of breath is
a common sign of both diseases. However, fever is rare with valvular heart disease, so it should raise concerns of
infection, such as endocarditis, if present. Careful clinical examination can detect signs, like cardiac murmurs, that
suggest the correct diagnosis.
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Case 20
Presentation
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A 52-year-old, HIV-positive male patient was seen in the TB ward. He presented with a long history of cough, intermittently with blood-stained sputum, but had no significant weight loss or night sweats. He had been on ART for
three years; a recent CD4 count was 488 cells/mm3, with suppressed VL. The patient was treated for pulmonary
tuberculosis 10 years ago, but previous CXR were not available. Sputum microscopy for AFB and GeneXpert MTB/
RIF were negative. He had felt no improvement with a course of amoxicillin and azithromycin. Based on the clinical
picture and the CXR, the patient was admitted to the TB ward for a new course of treatment for TB.

Directions

• Assess the CXR systematically.
• Suggest the next diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
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Assessment
Orientation
PA. L marker visible.
Exposure
The right lung is dark, but exposure is
adequate for the left. Lung markings
visible to within 2–3 cm of the pleura.
Inspiration
Adequate. 10 posterior ribs visible
above the diaphragm.
Rotation
Not rotated.
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Airway
The trachea is curved and deviated
to the left.

Breathing
All three zones are clear on the right
side, but the right lung seems slightly hyperinflated. On the left side, the
upper and mid zones show a large,
air-filled cavity replacing the normal
lung tissue. On the lower border of
the cavity, a round opacity is visible, suggesting a fungus ball (also
known as an aspergilloma or mycetoma). The costophrenic angles are
sharp, no pleural effusion.
There is marked pleural thickening in the left upper and mid zones,
together with loss of volume in the
left lung. No pulmonary oedema. No
sign of pneumothorax.

Circulation
Cardiac shadow is not clearly visible;
the mediastinum is displaced to
the left. Hila not visible.
Diaphragm and Chest Wall
Both diaphragms clear. No free air
below the diaphragm. Bones and
chest wall unremarkable.
Extras (lymph nodes, etc.)
No hilar, paratracheal, or subcarinal
LN visible. Apex: see above. Behind
diaphragm: normal. Behind heart:
normal.

Because the smear is negative, the TB diagnosis can be doubted, and TB treatment stopped. Other options need
to be evaluated, such as aspergilloma, although the treatment options in our setting are limited.

Diagnosis and Management

TB treatment was stopped, and the patient given cough suppressants, plus normal antibiotics to treat possible
concomitant bacterial infections. Systemic antifungal agents (such as amphotericin, fluconazole or itraconazole)
are largely ineffective, due to their lack of ability to penetrate the cavity. Surgical resection or bronchial artery embolisation is considered the treatment of choice for individuals with significant haemoptysis, but it is rarely available.
Often the fungus ball, or mycetoma, is asymptomatic, but chronic cough and haemoptysis can occur—and can be
fatal. Most patients can be observed for progression of disease.

Pearls

This case illustrates the importance of lung imaging (CXR) in the work-up
of patients with chronic pulmonary symptoms, especially those who have a
history of pulmonary tuberculosis. Common sequelae of PTB include fibrosis, bronchiectasis, pleural thickening/calcification, and persistent cavitation.
A mycetoma is formed when a mass of fungal hyphae (usually Aspergillus
species), inflammatory cells, and cellular debris develops in an existing cavity.
Up to 50% of patients with pulmonary aspergilloma have a history of past
pulmonary tuberculosis. This CT image shows a normal lung on the right,
and a cavity with air and a fungus ball on the left.
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Image Sources
Most of the images are from the author’s own collection. Exceptions are the normal x-ray films, most of which are
courtesy of Radiopaedia (www.radiopaedia.org), an excellent website for those who want to see and learn more
about x-rays.
All external images used are either in the public domain or available for non-commercial use. For example, the
Radiopaedia images are used under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/). The individual images are credited separately below.

Images in the introduction were originally published in Die röntgenologische Diagnostik der Erkrankungen der
Brusteingeweide [The Roentgenologic Diagnosis of Diseases of the Thoracic Organs]. Holzknecht, Guido:
Hamburg 1901.
For images of normal anatomy, a normal CXR was adapted using an image from the public domain by Still
waterising, and an adaptation thereof (with mediastinal structures) by Mikael Häggström, with source images
by ZooFari, Stillwaterising, and Gray’s Anatomy creators (CC BY-SA 3.0).
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9686540
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9686519
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=55155318
Figure 11. Normal CXR with breast shadow image courtesy of Dr Henry Knipe, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 31525.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/31525.
Figure 24. Varicella pneumonia case courtesy of Dr Alexandra Stanislavsky, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 20256.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/20256.
Figure 28. Pulmonary nodules case courtesy of Dr Callum Smith, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 51543.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/51543.
Figure 33. Small pleural effusion case courtesy of Assoc. Prof. Frank Gaillard, radiopaedia.org, rID: 25595.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/25595.
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Figure 51. Right middle lobe pneumonia case courtesy of Dr Sajoscha Sorrentino, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 14979.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/14979.
Figure 52. Atypical pneumonia case courtesy of Dr Roberto Schubert, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 17327.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/17327.
Figure 53. COVID-19 pneumonia case courtesy of Dr Edgar Lorente, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 75283.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/75283.
Figure 63. Kerley B lines case courtesy of Assoc. Prof. Frank Gaillard, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 15434.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/15434.
Figure 64. Pulmonary oedema case courtesy of Dr Jeremy Jones, radiopaedia.org, rID: 6463.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/6463.
Figure 68. Skeleton by unknown author. Brehms Tierleben, Small Edition 1927, Public Domain.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32184, adapted using data from:
Johansen IS, Nielsen SL, Hove M, Kehrer M, Shakar S, Wøyen AVT, et al. Characteristics and clinical outcome
of bone and joint tuberculosis from 1994 to 2011: a retrospective register-based study in Denmark. Clin Infect
Dis. 2015 Aug 15;4(61):554-562. doi: 10.1093/cid/civ326.
Figure 69. Normal ankle image courtesy of Assoc. Prof. Craig Hacking, radiopaedia.org, rID: 37495.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/37495.
Figure 72. Normal hip image courtesy of Dr Andrew Dixon, radiopaedia.org, rID: 36680.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/36680.
Figure 74. Normal spine image courtesy of Dr Henry Knipe, radiopaedia.org, rID: 37918.
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/37918.
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Index
A

Absorption 1
Air bronchogram 11
Air-fluid level 14, 18, 73
Aortic arch 3, 5
Aortic aneurysm 33
Aortopulmonary window 6, 15, 16
Aspergilloma 14, 77
Assessment, systematic 9
Atelectasis 65

B

Breast shadow 4, 5, 71

C

Cardiomegaly 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 51, 59
Cardiomyopathy 30
Cavity/Cavities 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 41, 71, 73, 77
Carina 6
Chest wall 4
Chylothorax 17, 64
Consolidation 11, 21, 24, 25, 27, 30
Cor pulmonale 32
Costophrenic angle 5, 17, 45, 49, 51, 71
COVID 25

D

Diaphragm 5, 43

E

Empyema 18
Endobronchial seeding/spillage 21, 47
Erythema nodosum 45
Exposure 2
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F

Fissures 5, 7, 11, 53
Free air in the abdomen 5, 43

G

Ghon complex 20

H

Heart size 6, 28
Hilum 5, 15, 21, 45, 49, 67

I

Inspiration 2
Interstitial pattern 12, 26, 57

K

Kaposi sarcoma (KS) 11, 13, 27, 29, 60, 61
Kerley B lines 12, 30

L

Lung zones 5
Lung lobes 7
Middle lobe 7, 53
Lymphadenopathy 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 45, 49, 67

M

Mass 14, 15
Mediastinum 5, 33
Miliary TB (see Tuberculosis)
Mitral stenosis 6, 31, 75
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N

Nodule(s) 14, 15

O

Orientation 2, 39

P

Pattern 11
Paratracheal stripe 6, 8, 15
Perforation 5, 43
Peribronchial thickening 13
Pericardial effusion 28, 29
Pericardium 6, 29
Peritonitis 43
Pleura 5
Pleural effusion 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 30, 45, 51, 61
Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) (see Pneumonia)
Pneumonia 11, 15, 24, 25, 53
Organising pneumonia 392, 65
Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) 24, 26, 57
Varicella pneumonia 12
Pneumothorax 18, 71
Tension pneumothorax 18, 71
Pott’s Disease (see Spinal TB)

R

Reticulonodular pattern (see Interstitial pattern)
Rheumatic heart disease 31, 75
Rotation 2

S

Silhouette 1, 11, 24
Spinal TB (see Tuberculosis)
Syphilis 33

T

Trachea 6
Tuberculosis (TB) 20
Bone TB 35, 36, 55
Latent TB 20
Miliary TB 12, 22, 49
Pericardial TB 29
Pleural TB 22
Residual changes 22, 69, 73
Spinal TB (Pott’s Disease) 35, 55
Treatment failure 63
Tuberculoma 23
Tuberculosis destroyed lung (TDL) 23, 73
Tuberculosis-immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome
(TB-IRIS) 67

W

‘White-out’ 17, 65

X

X-ray absorption 1

It is essential for all clinicians challenged with diagnosing tuberculosis to know its radiological features,
understand their correlation with disease stages, distinguish them from the most common differential
diagnoses, and use them to initiate treatment of a curable disease that still causes many unnecessary
deaths. We hope that this manual and its many sample images shown can help in this cause.
— Tom Heller, MD
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